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the CONTROLLER answers 

typical regulation problems 

Q An AC requirement. Can you stabilize 
the output of a transformer? 

ANSWER 

Q. Can you selectively regulate a number 
of DC voltages and currents': 

Q. Can the CONTROLLER stabilize a gen- 

erator field to regulate its output? 

ANSWER 
RECTIFIER CIRCUIT 

LINE CC,' TR OLLER 

GENERATOR 
OUTPUT 

: - of AC, DC or RF outputs in any 

one circuit, selectively stabilized 

over wide ranges of line and load 

with the new SORENSEN 

ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER 

The AC output of the CONTROL- 
LER will swing between 85 -145 
VAC, AUTOMATICALLY adjust- 
ing the output of your unit 
against line and load variations. 
By referencing this output back 
to the CONTROLLER you get 
output regulation. 

a 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The controlled circuit must make available at least one watt of power 
to the CONTROLLER. 

Input voltage range: 95 -125 volts AC 
(50 or 60 cycles) 

Load range: 200 to 2000 VA 

Regulation accuracy: 0.5% et the controlled point 

write today for more information on the new CONTROLLER. Arrange 
to have a Sorensen Engineer analyze voltage regulation requirements 
in your plant. He can select a Sorensen unit or suggest a special 
design to fit your unusual application. 

Represented in all principal domestic and foreign cities. 
SORENSEN 

aO The FIRST line of standard ELECTRONIC Voltage Regulators 

SORENSEN 
& COMPANY, INC. STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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For quality and service 

choose transformers 

From our more than 20 years' experience as trans- 
former specialists, come precision transformers of 
every type- custom -made for YOUR new applications. 
FERRANTI facilities permit unusual service to each 
customer, whether large or small, and insure prompt 
deliveries. 

AUDIO TRANSFORMERS AUDIO FILTERS 
POWER TRANSFORMERS REACTORS 

HERMETICALLY SEALED WHEN SPECIFIED 

We also build power supply units and electronic 
assemblies to specifications at prices comparable to 
those of stock assemblies. We invite your inquiries. 

¡anti &X?C4,c, ä ,c. 4-7e c 
30 Rockefeller Plaza New York 23, N. Y. 

ALSO FOR MODERN 
HIGH VOLTAGE DEVELOPMENTS 
WHERE ZERO CURRENT DRAIN IS 

IMPERATIVE 

THE FERRANTI ELECTROSTATIC 
VOLTMETER 

Types available for maximum 
readings from 150 to 3500 volts. 
2' in. dial, flush mount nq, prgect- 
ing and portable models. Write for 
informative literature. 

RCA BUILDING 
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/IP.02CiLKR 
CINCINNATI STREET RAILWAY 

SPEEDS EMERGENCY WORK 

WITH 2 -WAY Al û o?a RADIO 
and 

SYLVANIA LOCK -IN TUBES 

No time lost in restoring service on the lines 
of the Cincinnati Street Railway Com- 

pany! 2 -way Motorola equipment maintains 
constant communication between headquarters 
and mobile equipment -5 tower trucks, 2 wreck- 
ers, 2 general -purpose trucks, 7 official and 5 
supervisors' cars. Needed repairs are under 
way usually in a matter of seconds! 

For a job as vital as this, Motorola has found 
it can depend on Sylvania Lock -In Tubes. These 
sturdy tubes stay firmly in place - unaffected 
by jolting and jarring -offer outstanding elec- 
trical advantages too. Connections are short 
and direct ... there are no soldered joints, few 
welded ones. Getter located on top ... leakage 
reduced by separating getter material from 
leads. See Sylvania Distributors, or write 
Radio glebe Division, Emporium, Pa. 

t T29 

Service restoration gets under 
way without delay as equip- 
ment responds to dispatcher's 
instructions. 

Transmitter and Receiving Unit 
used in Cincinnati Street Railway 
Company's mobile equipment, 
manufactured by Motorola, Inc., 

Chicago. 

The famous Lock -In Tube's supe- 
riority maces it the ideal choice 
for equipment on the road, in the 
air, on the rails, marine radar, 
FM and television. 

SYIJ\N IA 
ELECI1RI C 

Headquarters can quickly di- 
rect the needed equipment to 
the scene of a tie -up. 
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FOR 

AND 

PHILCO 
VISUAL ALIGNMENT 

GENERATOR 
PHILCO 7008. The only instrument of 
its kind, combining all functions for 
complete, accurate visual alignments on 
Television and FM receivers. Includes 5 

different signal generators and their as- 

sociated controls; a complete oscillo- 
scope with centering, gain, focus, in- 
tensity, phasing and blanking controls, 
and power supplies. Separate RF probe 
permits measurements of sensitive 
circuits without disturbance. Removable 
crosshatch screen for special ultra -short 
3" cathode -ray tube. Compartment for 
storage of all cables, including RF probe. 

( PH I LCO MAKES TEST EQUIPMENT HISTORY 

Ir creating precision instruments for radio measurements, it ccmpact, portable, 
inexpensive forn . . . Philco engineers have repeatedly cchieved results con- 
sidered impossible by experts. Especially so, in the new Philco 708 Visual Align- 
ment Generator for FM and Television . . . which combines in one economical 
instrument functions that can be approached only by a cumbersome, costly collec- 
tion of conventional devices. The 7008 alone performs complete, accurate visual 
alignments ... saves the test engineer's time ... makes the job easier. In every unit 
of today's Philco Test Equipment line you will find equally important advantages. 

WRITE FOR TECHNICAL LITERATURE TO: PHILCO CORP., PHILADELPHIA 34, PA. 

NO. 7008 PHILCO VISUAL ALIGNMENT GENERATOR 
NO. 7001 PHILCO ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT MASTER 

NO. 7070 PHILCO R.F. SIGNAL GENERATOR 

PHILCO SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

MODEL 7070. Range from 
100 kc to 110 me -all fun - 
damen:als ! No switching 
trouble at any frequency. 
Residual output less chan 
5 micro -volts ! Model 7170 
for FM also available. 

4 COMMUNICATIONS FOR JUNE 1948 

NO. 5072 PHILCO CROSSHATCH GENERATOR 
VO. 7030 PH LCO DYNAMIC TESTER 

NO. 7019 PHILCO JUNIOR SCOPE 

1 

PHILCO ELECTRONIC 

CIRCUIT MASTER 

MODEL 7001. Uses exclusive 
vacuum tube voltmeter and 
electronic bridge circuit. All 
ranges and functions in- 
cluding 10,000 volts AC or 
DC. Probe available for 
RF measurements. 
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WIRES and CABLES 

When you list the qualities most desirable in a sup- 

plier of wires and cables for your electronic equip- 

ment, you will find that Lenz most nearly answers 

your description of a dependable source. 

First, this company has the engineering background 

and experience, the knowledge of your requirements 

in wires and cables that are needed to help draft 

your specifications. 

Second, it has the facilities to produce these wires 

LENZ ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 

OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

and cables it volume exactly to specifications, eco- 

nomically and promptly. 

Third, it is a reliable organization with over 40 years 

background of dependable service to the communi- 

cations industry. 

Make Lenz your principal source for wires and cables. 

A Lenz wire engineer will gladly consult with you 

regarding your special requirements. Correspondence 

is invited. 

" I N BUSINESS SINCE 1904" 

1751 No. Western Avenue, Chicago 47, Illinois 
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UNITED AIR LINES Selects 
New WILCOX VHF Receiver 
For Ground Installations 

New fixed freque ycy Receiver 
Offers New Performance lectures 
io the 11R -136 Mc. Band 

Selectivity Pc rmi-s 100 Kc. Adjacert 
Channel Dperatic n 

No Intererence 'rom Spurious Freq.iency 
Responses 
Simplicitr of Circuit Design Means Easy 
Maintenc nce 

New Noise Limiter Means Better Re ception 
Single Unit Construction Saves Space 

THE NAME 

Write Today for Complete 
Information on the 
WILCOX 3054 RECE /VER 

WILCOX Dependable Communication 
WILCOX ELECTRIC COMPANY Kansas City 1, Missouri 
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A QUIET REVOLUTION IN CAPACITOR DESIGN 

THE SMALLEST 
MOLDED 

TUBULAR EVER MANU- 

FACTURED! 
and rated up to 125° C! 

UNIQUE, MINERAL - 

FILLED MOLDING 
MA- 

TERIAL! . . . Provides 

unequalled protection 
against moisture absorp- 

tion even under condi- 

tions of extreme humidity! 

Seven Physical loos 

Color -Coded and Available in 20 %, 10% and 5% Decade Values 

TABLE OF MAXIMUM NOMINAL CAPACITIES 

Mold Sire 
100V @ 
1250 C 

200V @ 

850 C.e 
400V @ 

850 C. 
600V @ 

850 C 

.175" D. x 1-1/16" 015 .01 .0068 .0022 

65 7 { .195" D. x 1-1/16" 
.250" D. x 1-1/16" 

022 
047 

.015 -_ 

.033 
.01 
022 

.0033 

.0068 
.375" D. o 1-1/16" 15 .1 .068 
.175" D. x =/c" 0068 .0047 .0033 .001 

75 ? .200" D. o Vs" .01 .0068 .0047 .0015 
.250" D. o =." 022 .01S 01 .0033 

* alternate rating 150V @ 1250 C. 

NEW SPRAGUE MOLDED PROKARS* 

dependable capacitors for sub - miniature assemblies 

SUB- MINIATURE PAPER CAPA- 
CITORS IN METAL CANS WITH 
HERMETIC, GLASS -TO -METAL SEAL 

for the most severe applications 

Yes, this little can houses a high quality hermeti- 
cally sealed Paper Capacitor! Rated at 100 volts, 
U C Working, this .5 mfd. unit measures .4" x 
l.r Presently being manufactured in quantity, 

,iations 
of this sub -miniature type can he made 

to your specifications. Write for complete informa- 
tion about this and even smaller hermetically sealed 
units now in production as shown below. 

Write for 

These new molded Prokars were designed specifically to 

satisfy stringent military requirements. Types 65P & 75P 

are now in mass production and are available in a wide 

range of capacities -from .00047 mfd. to .15 mfd! 
Though higher in price than standard units, they easily 
justify the term "premium" in performance. Rated for 
-50° C to 125° C operation, these small but rugged 
units are ideally suited for any electrical or electronic 
application in which size, temperature, humidity and 
physical stress are dominant considerations. 

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off, Engineering Bulletin No. 205 A 

S_PYRAC(JE P I O N E E R S O F / E L E C T R I C A N D E L E C T R O N I C P R O G R E S S 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 

NORTH ADAMS, MASS. 
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Trial by 

"Sound 

Jury" 

These "sound ;urors" -eco.-d their preferences as they listen over test circuits. 

AFTER Bell Laboratories 
engineers have designed a new talk- 
ing circuit, they measure its charac- 
teristics by oscilloscopes and meters. 

But a talker and a listener are part 
of every telephone call, and to satisfy 
them is the primary Bell System aim. 

So, before the circuit is put into 

The engineer in the foreground talks over the test circuits 
which the other engineer sets up on a "circuit simulato ." 

operation, a "sound jury" listens ':n. 
An actual performance test is set up 
with the trained ears of the jurors to 
supplement the meters. 

As syllables, words, and sentences 
come in over the telephones, pencils 
are busy over score sheets, recording 
the judgment of the listeners on 

behalf of you and millions of other 
telephone users. 

Targets of the transmission engi- 
neer are: your easy understanding of 
the talker, the naturalness of his 
voice, and your all- around satisfac- 
tion. To score high is one of the 
feats of Bell System engineering. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
Exploring and inventing. devising and perfecting for continued improvements ane ecortom es in telephone service 
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CoIMMUKfiCATooKS 
LEWIS WINNER, Editor 

Still Going Up 

'IATIo: t.o\ STR ITT ION Continues to 
race on. . \s of June I. 350 had re- 
ceived CP's for tin stations and 788 
had received construction permits for 
f -nn stations. while 118 had been 
granted conditional grants. The total 
authorizatkm scoreboard for a -nn and 
f -m stations now reads 2028 for a -nn 

and 1035 for f -m. FCC reports that 
there are currently 543 f -m and 24 
tv stations on the air. Incidentally, 
as of June, 95 had received tv con- 
struction permits, which adds up to a 

total of 102 authorizations for tv. 
Field reports from FCC and indus- 

try indicate that we will see quite 
a jump in on- the -air operation and CP 
grants before the year is over, par- 
ticularly in f -m and tv, with f -m pos- 
sibly climbing to 21)01) authorizations 
and tv t. at least 15n. 

Fax Goes Commercial 

Tit ( ;RF.FX LIGHT tiny commercial 
facsimile has been turned on by the 
FCC and on July 15. eleven f -nn sta- 
tions now operating experimentally 
will go commercial. 

According to FCC either the sim- 
plex or multiplex methods will be 
permitted. The simplex system inter- 
rupts the ancal program during fac- 
simile transmission, while in multi- 
plex simultaneous transmission is ef- 
fected. Accordingly, simplex trans - 
nlissions will lie limited to one hour 
behvten 7 A. \i. and midnight. with no 
limit for the hours between midnight 
and 7 A.\L, while multiplex trans- 
mission will be permitted for a maxi- 
mum of three hours between 7 A.M. 
and midnight as well as any time be- 
tween midnight and 7 A.M. 

The recording width of 8.2" for 105 

lines -per -inch scanning has been adopt- 
ed a stadard. although other paper 
widths will be permitted with the ap- 
propriate number of lines per inch. 

Good luck to fax ! 

Directional Antenna Performance 

Ix DESIGNING A COMPLETE BROAD- 

CAST station installation, the direc- 
tional antenna system must receive 
priority attention and many factors 

JUNE. 1 9 4 8 

judged. Since the field gain of a di- 
rectional array is a function of the 
totter spacing, field ratios and field 
phases, we have a number of variables 
to consider such as types of arrays, 
constants of transmission lines, coup- 
ling equipment, ground system, guy- 
ing, etc. 

An excellent interpretation of this 
problem was presented at the recent 
NAB Conference at Los Angeles, by 
A. Earl Cullum, Jr. Discussing guy 
wires, he showed how they can seri- 
ously affect the pattern shape. This 
effect can be minimized by installing 
the guys so that they are symmetrical 
with respect to the line of towers and 
by breaking them up with insulators 
near the tower and near the ground as 

well as throughout their length. It 
is also necessary, he said, that the 
tower section be bonded at all legs 
so that the current in the tower is 

equally distributed. Cullum pointed 
out that even the ladders must receive 
careful attention, requiring sectional- 
izing so as to carry a minimum of 
current or secure bonding so as to 
carry a proportional amount of the 
tower current. 

Analyzing the features of current 
and phase -monitor antenna systems 
Cullum said that this type of system 
provides a reliable indication of the 
magnitude and phase relationship of 
the fields radiated by the elements of 
a directional array. Describing the 
location of a sampling loop with this 
equipment. he pointed out that ex- 
cellent results have been attained by 
locating the loop in one leg of a tow- 
er so as to sample the current at that 
point, although in a wide hase tower. 
each leg can and does act independ- 
ently. :\ loop which samples a single 
leg of a swell- bonded thin tower often 
provides the hest indication. To be 

sure that the sample current is ac- 
curately indicated by the monitor. 
Cullum said that all sampling lines 
from the loops through the isolation 
coils and to the monitor, must be iden- 
tical as to length and characteristic 
impedance, must be properly termi- 
nated at the monitor and should be 

maintained near the same temperature 
throughout the system. 

s -T F -M U -H -F Relays 
WIT il F.-NI AxTENN.t SYSTEMS be- 
ing located in remote high -altitude 
areas, the need for u -h -f high -fidelity 
studio -to- transmitter links has grown, 
prompting intensive activity in the 
development and production of suit- 
able equipment. As a result of one 
s -t -1 research program. a 10 -watt 
transmitter featuring a radial cavity 
in the plate output circuit, operating 
on the fundamental mode, has been de- 
veloped. Describing this transmitter 
at the recent NAB Engineering Meet- 
ing. D. J. Nigg and W. G. Broughton 
of G. E. pointed out that the system 
uses ± 75 kc deviation for 100tß 
modulation and direct f -m. The last 
three stages in the transmitter employ 
4X 150A tetrodes as frequency doub- 
lers. Open transmission line circuits 
are used for these doublers except for 
the plate circuit of the output stage. 

Antennas are of the 40" parabolic - 
reflector type. with dipole feed. Re- 
ceiver is a double conversion superhet. 
Frequency range of transmitter and 
receiver are in the s -t -I band of 920 to 
960 mc. 

U -H -F TV 

\WITII Tv .AI.t.oc.Tlox REQUESTS 
pouring into Washington, and the 
need for additional channels imminent. 
the channels upstairs in the 475 to 
890 -mc bands are receiving quite a 

probing. Out in San Francisco, for- 
mer FCC chief engineer, George P. 
Adair. now a consultant. put a 600 -mc 
700 -watt tv setup on the air recently 
I \W6\ JD ) to explore propagation 
characteristics at these frequencies. 

In Washington, a 510 -mc 25 -kw sta- 
tion will he installed in the \ \'ardman 
Park Hotel by RCA to study u-h-f tv. 
The transmissions of \WNB \\' on 67 

nic will be duplicated on the 510 -mc 
transmitter during these tests. 

To conduct field test comparisons, 
observers will use converters on stan- 
dard tv receivers for u -h -f pickup. 

Results of these and other tests will 
be detailed at the FCC hearings in 
Washington on September 20. 

A complete report on these sessions 
trill appear in COMMUNICATIONS. 

: ich for it. -L. \\'. 
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1-M, F-111 And TV 

r 

Left: Modified a -m BlawKnox tower supporting 
a 4-bay W.E. clover leaf f -m antenna at WSTV. 
St eubenville. Ohio. providing simultaneous a -m 

and f -m broadcasts. i Courtesy Westinghouse i. 
Top: A four section RCA pylon f -m antenna 
atop a Blaw -Knox tower at R'CTS. Cincinnati. 
Ohio. Right: The 6m antenna of WHOO. Or- 
lando, Fla., with at 8 -bay FTR square loop 
antenna mount_d atop a 414' Truscon guyed 

pipe tower. 
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Antenna installations 

Top: Six -hay RCA super turnstile antenna being hoisted to the roof of the 36-story News Build- 
ing in New York City for Wl'IX. the Daily Sews tv station which went on the air on June 15 
os channel 11. Below: Coaxial transmission line 13te "' Andrew type at WSTV, Steubenville. 

Below: View of the 300' microwave tower recently completed for the Federal Telecommunication 
Laboratories ut Nutley. N. J. The tower houses experimental antennas and equipment for research 
and des elopment work in television, av :Minn communications, multiplexing, microwave antennas. 
point -to -point communications, etc. Right: Thtce -bay RCA super turnstile tv antenna being 
mounted stop an RCA pylon f -m antenmt for WBZ -TV near Harvard Stadium, Mass. Tower is 

656' high and designed to service an area of 40 miles radius of Boston. 
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Wide -Range Dual -Band 
TV Antenna Design: 
THE DIPOLE ANTENNA ill one form or 
another is perhaps the most commonly 
employed type of antenna for operation 
in the v -h -f range. The half -wave 
mode of operation of the dipole is fre- 
quently used as a standard of reference 
for describing the gain of an antenna 
array or system. and the impedance 
and directivity characteristics of the 
half -wave dipole have been evaluated 
and discussed in many papers' and 
books.- 

In general. the values of feed -point 
resistance and reactance of a dipole 
antenna versus frequency will be a 
function of the geometric shape of its 
conductors. For cylindrical conduc- 
tors of length l and diameter d, such 
as shown in the antenna of Figure 2. 
Schelkunoff' ascribes an average char- 
acteristic impedance parameter, K.. 
given by the expression 

21 
K, = 276 logo - - 120 (1) 

d 
and also shows families of curves re- 
lating the resistance and reactance of 
such antennas to their electrical length 
for various values of K. ranging from 
500 to 1,200. 

From a practical consideration of 
strength, weight and cost of a tv re- 
ceiving antenna it becomes evident 
that a conductor diameter of the order 
of %" is a very desirable size, and a 
dipole length cut to be resonant at 65 
mc (the approximate center frequency 
of the lower television hand) is the 
best compromise for good overall re- 
sponse and service in this range. The 
dipole length for half -wave resonance 
at 65 nie is very closely 7', so that the 
resultant K. is. approximately 600 for 
a conductor diameter of % ". 

The curves of feed -point resistance 
and reactance of this dipole versus fre- 
quency are accordingly those shown in 
Figure 3, and labeled R and X, respec- 
tively. The complex feed -point inipe- 
dance at any frequency is R + j X, tak- 
ing due note of the sign of X as given 
in the curve of Figure 3. Hence at 65 
mc the antenna impedance is 58 + JO 

ohms. At 55 mc, the antenna impe- 
dance is 38 - j120 ohms and at 80 mc. 
the antenna impedance is 113 -I- j1411 
ohms, etc. It is evident from exam- 
ination of the curves that, although the 
resistive component of the antenna im- 
pedance varies appreciably with fre- 
quency, the reactive component in the 

Versatile, Sturdy Antenna Designed to Cover the 54 to 

88 and 174 to 216 -MC TV Bands, Provides a Substan- 

tially Uniform Directivity Pattern and Constant Input 
Impedance. Can Be Operated in Conjunction with Either 
Balanced (Twin Lead) or Coaxial Transmission Lines. 

Antenna Can Be Grounded for Lightning Protection. 

by LESTER L. LIBBY 
Chief Engineer 

Ohmega Laboratories, Inc. 

region of half -wave resonance varies 
much more rapidly, hence making it 

difficult to match the antenna to a 

transmission line within more than a 
narrow- band of frequencies immedi- 
ately surrounding the resonance fre- 
quency. 

Broad -Banding the Dipole 

Let us consider now the possible 
methods whereby the useful range of 
operable frequencies, i.e., the band- 
width, of the foregoing antenna may be 
increased. One expedient which sug- 
gests itself is to connect in series with 

For example. S. A. Schelkunoff. Theory of 
Antennas of Arbitrary Size and Shape, Froc. 
I.R.E. ; September. 1941. 

For example, X. Marchand, Ultrahigh Fre- 
quency Trans,n,ssion & Radiation ; John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc.- New York, N. Y.; 1947. 

tl 
S` Y 

a 

ó«á 

Figure 2 

Dipole antenna with cylindrical conductors. 

Figure 4 

Cylindrical dipole with a compensating stub for 
broad- banding. 
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the antenna and its transmission line a 

reactance of equal magnitude and op- 
posite sign to that which the antenna 
exhibits at all frequencies. This would 
then result in an antenna whose impe- 
dance was putely resistive at all fre 
quencies and equal in value to the R 

curve shown in Figure 3. If this hypo- 
thetical antenna were operated with a 

73 -ohm transmission line, it would 
match this line to a reflection factor of 
less than 0.5 (corresponding to a volt- 
age standing -wave ratio of less than 
3:1) between the frequency limits of 
45 and 90 mc. However, a series -com- 
pensating reactance having the com- 
plementary characteristics described is 

not readily realizable nor available, so 

that such a completely compensated 
antenna remains purely hypothetical. 
It is possible, however, to obtain par- 
tial reactive compensation of the an- 
tenna by means of a shunt reactance of 
proper magnitude and opposite sign to 
that of the antenna reactance. Such a 

reactance is realizable by shunting a 

shorted parallel -wire transmission line 
stub, of effective electrical length equal 
to a quarter -wave at a frequency 
slightly above the resonant frequency 
of the antenna, across the antenna feed - 
point terminals, and choosing the char- 
acteristic impedance of this transmis- 
sion line stub to be in the range from 
50 to 100 ohms. Figure 4 illustrates 
an antenna system of this type while 
the dotted curve of Figure 3 shows the 
reactance characteristic of the shorted 
stub for a Zo of 50 ohms, and a stub 
resonant frequency of 70 mc. It is 
apparent from examination of Figure 
3 that the stub reactance tends to tune 
out the antenna reactance in the neigh- 
borhoods of 54 and 82 mc. At the 
sanie time, the high impedance of the 
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stub in the 65 -mc region (where the 
antenna reactance component is low) 
results in negligible shunting effect on 
the antenna, so that the antenna sys- 
tem now has three frequency regions 
where the reactive component is small 
instead of the our frequency region 
possessed by the simple dipole. This 
results in effective broatlbantling of the 
dipole within the frequency range of 
about 50 to 85 Inc, thus staking this 
antenna system quite will- suited for 
tv use in the complete low- frequency 
bated. 

A feature of this type of antenna 
system is that the combined dipole and 
stub conductor assembly may be fabri- 
cated from a single piece of metal rod 
or tubing, thus eliminating joints 
which might otherwise be subject to 
trouble from corrosion, structural 
weakness and the like. In addition, it 
is possible to attach a metallic base 
flange to the stub as shown in Figure 
4, the flange serving the two -fold pur- 
pose of acting as a mounting base for 
the antenna as well as improving the 
nature of the electrical short on the 
end of the transmission -line stub. 
Under these conditions the stub itself 
serves as a very effective mounting 
support for the dipole, and the need 
for strong dielectric-type supporting 
insulators for the antenna is elimi- 
nated. The base flange may be mount- 
ed to :u1V type of surface whatsoever 
without impairing the impedance prop- 
erties of the antenna system. 

Dual -Band Arrangement 

For operation in the tipper television 
b:Ind, the 65 -sic antenna system begins 
to exhibit unfavorable characteristics 
with regard to both impedance anti di- 
rectivity pattern. As an example, the 
rc-istive component of antenna impe- 
dance at 1115 nee ( where the dipole 
,goer through its .3 ? wave resonance 
mode ) is of the order of 125 ohms, 
and the directivity pattern breaks up 
from its (15 me figure -of -eight shape 
into a six-/c4 clover shape. This is 
depicted in Figure 5. where is shown 
one -half of the normally symmetrical 
pattern. The clover pattern is gen- 
erally undesirable for tv reception since 
it has null response points in directions 
other than off the ends of the dipole. 

To overcome the deficiencies of the 
single dipole a dual -band antenna sys- 
tem* has been devised ( Figures 1 and 
(0. In this antenna system a second 
dipole antenna unit, resonant at 195 Inc 

i.e., at exactly three times the Ire - 
guencv of the 65 -mc dipole unit), has 
Icon attached to the broad- banding stub 
:1t t distance one -third of the way up 
from the bottom of the stub (or two - 
thirds of the way down the stub from 

Figure 1 

Experimental model of the dual -hand antenna ssstem. 

the feed point). The presence of this 
195 -mc dipole unit has a substantially 
negligible effect on the operation of 
the antenna system in the 65 -mc re 
gion, since it represents but a small 
shunt capacitive discontinuity 30° up 
from the shorted end of the stub at this 
frequency. However, at 195 mc, the 
small dipole is now a quarter wave- 
length up from the shorted end of the 

'\Icgatenna. 

stub and a half wavelength clown from 
the top or feed -point end of the stub. 
Accordingly, the lower one- third of 
the stub now acts as a broad -bonding 
reactance for the 195 -mc dipole, while 
the upper two- thirds of the stub acts 
as a half -wave length of transmission 
line which serves to connect the broad - 
banded 195 -mc dipole assembly directly 
across the feed -point terminals, putting 
it in parallel with the 65 -mc dipole in 
the upper television hand. Now, since 

Figure 3 

Plot of resistance and reactance versus frequents of a 65-mc dipole section of the dual - 
hand antenna system. 
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the resistance of the large dipole is 
about 115 ohms at 105 me, while the 
resistance of the snall dipole is about 
60 or 711 ohms, the small dipole tends 
to take o,cr ill this frequency region 
and contribute the major amount of the 
received energy to the transmission 
line system connecting the antenna to 
the tv receiver. Because the small 
dipole contributes the greater amount 
to the total received energy of the an- 
tenna system, its figure -of- eight di- 
rectivity pattern will predominate over 

Figure 5 
Antenna directivity 
patterns t two q u a d- 
rantsi; plot at A is 
for the dual -band an- 

tenna. 

the clover pattern of the large dipole, 
and the resultant directivity pattern 
will be a composite shape of the forni 
shown in Figure 4 by the long -dashed 
line. Since this resultant upper band 
directivity pattern now has no sharp 
null responses other than those off the 
ends of the dipole, it is hence well 
suited for regular tv use. 

Coaxial Cable Feeder Arrangement 

L p to this point the transmission line 
feeder for the antenna has been de- 
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Figure 6 IAbovel 
Makeup of the dual -band antenna system. illus- 
trating two possible orientations of the high - 
band dipole with respect to the low -band dipole. 

Coovm Cade 5,, elf Ee 
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ap 59eu 
Coa.iei Coe. 

Cror S.s o 
$.ee 

e 

ass , .em 
So.. ew*. ro.n 

Figure 7 

A coaxial feed arrangement for the dual -band 
antenna. The outer insulating jacket of coaxial 

cable is removed for length of stub. 

pictetl and discussed on the basis of a 
balanced line. However, the dual- 
band antenna can be used with equal 
effectiveness in conjunction with co- 
axial type transmission line, since it 
contains within its structure the ele- 
ments of a balanced -to- unbalanced 
transformation device. Thus, refer- 
ring to Figure 7, the coaxial cable is 
positioned against one leg of the broad - 

(Continued on page 30) 

Figure 8 i Below 
Method of mounting twodual -hand antenna assemblies to obtain 

a dual -hand antenna -plus- reflector system. 

Figure 9 (Left) 
An .1 type of array using tour dual-band assemblies. 
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Always room for something NEW and BETTER 

NEW Extreme accuracy ... designed 
for the finest instantaneous and 
master recordings. A special 

Presto feature is the direct gear drive 
with separate motors for 33i3 

8 D G and for 78.26 rpm. Overhead 
driven independently of the 

Recorder 
turntable and has a choice of 
seven different feed pitches in 
each direction. 

NEW 

Presto 92 -A 

Recording 

Amplifier 

NEW 

Presto 64 -A 

Transcription 

Unit 

Sixty -watt amplifier especially 
designed for high -fidelity re- 
cording. Vertically mounted 
chassis. Removal of front panel 
gives access to all circuits. Out- 
put stage has four 807's in 
push -pull parallel. Selector 
switch and meter provide both 
output level indicator and plate 
current readings for all tubes. 
Response: 20- 17,000 cps. 

Directly gear -driven at both 
333's and 78.26 rpm, with two 
separate motors, one for each 
speed. Instantaneous speed se- 
lection by turning mercury 
switch, without damage to 
mechanism. Speed: Total 
speed error is zero. Noise: At 
least 50 db below program. 
Starting : Table on speed in less 
than % revolution at 33ís rpm. 

NEW 

Presto 

90 -A 

Complete portable recording 
console. Three low -level input 
channels with mixers, master 
gain control and variable high 
and low frequency equalizers. 
Four fixed characteristics: Flat 
between 30 and 15,000 cps, 
NAB recording, 78 rpm record- 
ing, and playback complement- 
ing NAB recording. 

For further information about any of this new equipment, 
write or wire 

QV +4014? 

p "Ne.,. 

gmRECORDING CORPORATION, Paramus, New Jersey 

Mailing Address: P. O. Box 500, Hackensack, New Jersey 

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF INSTANTANEOUS SOUND RECORDING EQUIPMENT & DISCS 
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_Equipment Failure -Control 
System For _Broadcast Stations 
Inspection, Maintenance and Trouble Data -Recording 
Procedure, Which Reveals Types of Failures to Be 
Expected, The Relative Rates of Occurrence and 
Effectiveness of Repair Work. 

by F. E. BUTTERFIELD 
Engineering Department 
The Andrew Company 

1 HE APPLICATION of analytical sys- 
tems has streamlined maintenance pro- 
cedures. providing an effective balance 
of control expense and results. 

_a three -point procedure has been 
found very productive: 

(1) Inspection : Equipment test 
procedure, with standards of per- 
formance. applied periodically to 
locate the maximum number of faults 
before they render equipment inop- 
erative. 

( 2 .l[a bit cnancc: Equipment 
maintenance procedure, a p p l i e d 
when equipment fails in service or 
fails inspection, and having its own 
set of performance standards ; de- 
veloped to keep equipment in oper- 
ation for the longest possible periods. 

( +) .-hill ysis : Trouble - analysis 
procedure which presents data for 
evaluating (1) and (2), for esti- 
mating the efficiencies of personnel 
and training and for finding costs 
associated with particular mainte- 
nance operations. 

Since the analysis of faults has to 
be based on the statistics of failures 
in service. accurate analysis can be 
obtained only with large groups of 

identically constructed and operated 
equipment, say fifty units or more. 
This is not true about test and main- 
tenance procedures. The tests which 
are most suitable for large scale op- 
erations may be of great help in deter- 
ruining the condition of some isolated 
unit. However, effective test proce- 
dures can be determined only by actual 
trial and analysis on large numbers of 
units. 

Test and maintenance procedures, 
recommended and published by techni- 
cal societies and manufacturers and 
prepared after considerable trial and 
analysis are general in nature and not 
necessarily adapted to particular op- 
erations. They do not ordinarily forni 
completely satisfactory - procedures 
without a good deal of addition in 
some details, elimination in others. 

Inspection Procedures 

An inspection procedure, ideal for 
the purpose of preventing failures of 
equipment in service, would be simple, 
easy and quick to complete, and would 
determine the point and time at which 
the unit would fail if continued in op- 
eration. Unfortunately, the most that 
an inspection actually can indicate is 
the effectiveness of a unit at the mo- 
ment the test is applied. In the cases 
of some units, mainly mechanical in 
nature, this information, gathered at 
regular intervals can be related to the 
life of the units and will then show 

Time 
Reported 

Equipment 
Type and 
Number 

Failure 
Reported 

Action Trouble Time 
Taken Found Repaired 

R -pairs Itcpaircd 
\lade lis 

Figure I (Above 
Form which can be used to record failures in 

service. 
Figure 3 (Below) 
Inspection report. 

Date Equipment 
& Number 

Inspection 
Procedure Failure Inspected 

By 
Repairs 
Made 

Time 
Required 

Repaired 
By Date 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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EQUIPMENT REPAIR RECORD 

EQUIPMENT TYPE, NO. 

DATE WORK DONE KY 

Figure 2 
Equipment repair record card. 

the remaining service which can be 
expected from them. The perform- 
ance of most electrical components is 
such, however, that failures are erratic 
and relatively unpredictable. Thus 
for the electrical unit, the inspection 
will answer the question "What will 
this unit do now ? "; if that answer s 
not good. enough, the unit must be re- 
paired. 

Typical Inspection Procedure 

In one test procedure applied once 
a month to a large group of communi- 

(Contimtcd on page 34) 

Figure 4 
Equipment failure analysis sheet: 
summarization of data on I, 2 and 

3 forms. 

JAN. FEB. MARCH APRIL MAY 

I EQUIPMENT TYPE 
E PERIOD 
S NUMBER OF UNITS IN SERVICE 

FAILURES IN SERVICE 
B (IREAK DOWNI 

E SERVICE INTERRUPTION (UNIT NRS.) 
7 REPAIR TIME IMAN MRS.) 

II FAILURES IN SERVICE /UNIT 
9 SERVICE INTERRUPTION /UNIT 
10 INSPECTION REJECTIONS 
II (BREAKDOWN) 
It INSP. AND MAINT. TIME (NOT INCLUDING 

TIME IN LINE 7 ) 

IS INSPECT. REJECTIONS /UNIT 
14 FAILURES IN SERVICE /INSP. NO NAINT. 

TIME 
IS TOTAL FAILURES /INSP. AND SAINT. TIME 
IS TOTAL TIME SPENT I YAM NRS) 
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,APHILCO 
2 -WAY F -M MOBILE RADIOPHONE 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 

30 to 44 Mc. and 152 to 162 Mc. Sensational new 
developments ... advanced engineering . . . proven 
reliability... new operating efficiency and economy 
for F -M Radiophone Communications Systems, per- 
mitting clear, crisp, two -way voice communications 
under all conditions. 

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION 
PHILADELPHIA 34 PENNSYLVANIA 

Philco Industrial Division Dept JN9 
Tioga and C Sts., Philadelphia 34, Pa. 

Gentlemen : 

Please send me information about the 
new PHI LCO F -M Radiophone Com- 
munications Systems 

NAME 

ADDRESS._..._. _ .... _ ... 

CITY 
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Simple switching for your 

MNMJ.dw.{+ äw.ö+,.à.bsìv 

s¢bbb6b 
* me 
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e e e 

Oi1QO ftrVQi/ Qilfir 1?! 

RCA 76 -B5 Consolette 

3 OUTGOING CHANNELS 
AM F UTILITY 

MAIN CONTFOL ROOM 

s ' -] -... 
S T Ç D I O 

A N N . 

CONTROL R00M 

I A N N 

aa_ aa -" 

a"' 
-111v 

Type BCS -1A 
Master Switching Unit 

Type BCS -1A 
MasterSwitching System 

This system consists of one Master Switching 
Console (above, right -shown with an RCA 
76 -B5 Consolette), and one or more sub -control 
units (below). It contains all the relays needed 
for any combination of switching functions. 

Up to five sub -control rooms can be used with 
the master console, each of which can handle 
from one to three studios. 

Status lights give accurate picture of "On Air," 
"In Use," "Ready," and "On -Off" conditions in 
all control rooms for each outgoing line. Unique 
design features prevent feeding more than one 
program to any one line, although supporting 
program material can be handled as remotes 
from the originating studio. Sub -control units 
act as relay control stations between studios and 
master control unit. 

Type BCS -1A Studio 
Sub -Control k : 
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AM -FM Programming 

RCA consolette switching systems 
co- ordinate all studio- station functions 

Here's another example of RCA's 
program of providing "packaged" 
broadcast equipments having the flexi- 
bility and performance of custom -built 
jobs. 

The two Switching Consoles shown, 
in connection with standard RCA Con - 
solettes of identical styling, give you 
sufficient latitude to perform intricate 
AM, FM and network programming 
operations- easily, precisely and 
quickly. Choice of model depends 
upon the complexity of your station's 
operating requirements. 

The BCS- lA Console is designed for 

the more elaborate station ... switch- 
ing the outputs of as many as five con- 
trol consolettes to three outgoing 
lines. Many combinations are practi- 
cable. Inputs from studios, network, 
recording rooms or frequent remotes 
can be monitored and switched to 
transmitters or network lines. Elec- 
trically interlocking controls have re- 
duced the possibility of switching 
error to the vanishing point. 

Managers of stations requiring only 
two consolettes will find the RCA Type 
BCS -2A Console the ideal switching 
system. Used with two RCA 76 -B5 

Consolettes, program material from 
as many as four studios and two 
announce booths is routed to desired 
outgoing lines (AM and FM, or either 
transmitter and a network line). 

Both types of RCA Switching Sys- 
tems are designed for long -range sta- 
tion planning. They have sufficient 
flexibility to take care of future expan- 
sion. Complete details may be obtained 
from Engineering Products Dept., 
Section 23 -F, Radio Corporation of 
America, Camden, N. J. 

IlT:rdft 1 
Studio Switching 

Console for Small 
Studios 

Type BCS -2A Switching System 
Two studio inputs may be switched 
independently to either of two out- 
going lines. Mechanical interlocking 
prevents feeding two inputs to the 

voi; 

same line. This system handles up to 
four studios and two announce 
booths. Two examples of the layouts 
possible are shown above. 
d 

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT 
RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA 
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT, CAMDEN, N.J. 

In Canada; R C A VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal 
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TV Transmitter Design 
IN THE IXITIAL installment' of this 
series appeared a discussion of the 
general design problems encountered 
in tv transmitter systems, with special 
consideration of the exciter and video 
modulator units, and d -c restorers. 

In the analysis of d -c restorers, a 
series of wave forms were presented, 
the concluding figure showing various 
wave shapes and the manner in which 
equal areas are established about the 
zero a -c reference axis. 

Continuing with our d -c restorer 
study, we find that if the time constant 
is sufficiently large, a voltage will be 
generated across the diode load resistor 
about equal to the peak value above or 
below the axis dependent upon the 
polarity of diode connection. Figure 1 

shows a simplified circuit breakdown 
of a typical video amplifier, d -c re- 
storer and modulator. 

The restorer operates in a manner 
such that an additional biasing poten- 
tial is applied to the modulator; in this 
case opposite to that supplied by the 
bias supply. For the wave shapes 
shown last month in Figure 9, the bias 
differential will be equal to the peaks 
appearing below the average a -c axis. 
This is shown graphically in Figure 2, 

assuming an adequate time constant. 
From Figure 2, it will be noted that 

the effect of the d -c restorer is to refer 
the peak of the applied signal to the 
quiescent bias level. In the case of 
(d) and (e), the sync tips are held at 
the reference level of the quiescent bias 
and any signal excursion toward white 
level results in a reduced grid voltage, 
with a consequent increase in plate 
current. This produces a signal volt- 
age across the plate load resistor, and 
since this point is conductively coupled 
to the grids of the modulated amplifier, 
produces negative modulation from the 
condition of no video signal. In ef- 
fect, this states that a white picture 
drives the modulated amplifier toward 
cutoff or minimizes output, while a 
black picture drives the amplifier 
toward maximum output. Figure 3 
shows a typical transfer characteristic 
for the two conditions outlined. 

Modulated Amplifier Considerations 

Three conditions for one setting of 
r -f drive are shown in Figure 4: (1) 
no video modulation, (2) white pic- 
ture modulation, and (3) black picture 

r\Iay, 1948, COMMUNICATIONS. 

modulation. For proper operation of 
a grid -modulated amplifier, the para- 
meters should be adjusted to provide 
the results illustrated. Obviously, a 
balance between r -f drive, video signal 
amplitude, and bias is essential. 

Fundamentally, a television grid - 
bias- modulated stage operates under 
conditions similar to class B, i.e., the 
tubes are biased in the vicinity of cut- 
off. In Figure 4, we find the ideal case 
where the bias is adjusted so that sig- 
nal excursions about this point main- 
tain the output waveform over a linear 
portion of the grid plate transfer char- 
acteristic. Should the bias be exces- 
sive, operation will be about the lower 
knee of the transfer curve and the re- 
sulting non -linearity will cause com- 
pression in the signal representing the 
white picture area. This condition is 
most easily noticed as amplitude dis- 
tortion of a linear gray scale. When 
the bias is not as great as the tube 
linearity allows, full advantage of the 
grid base is not realized, and sync com- 
pression may take place. Sync com- 
pression is the result of operating on 
the upper knee of the transfer charac- 
teristic, and is evidenced by changing 
the ratio of sync to video -plus -sync; 

Figure 2 
At A (top), graphical representation of various wave forms about the zero axis. B (center) shows the d -c restored voltages for the wave forms 
shove. At C (bottom), the signal is shown referred to the fixed bias potential; it consists of the summation of the bias, the restoration voltage and 

the signal input. Note how the a -c axis shifts by action of the d -c restorer. 
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Modulated Amplifier Considerations . . . Adjustment 

of Video Signal Amplitude . . . Equipment Used for 

Adjustment of Class B Linear Amplifiers. 

by G. EDWARD HAMILTON 
Head, Television R -F Development Section 

Television Transmitter Department 
Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc. 

instead of being 25% it may decrease 
to a value of 20% for example. 

The r -f drive (without video signal) 
must be sufficient to drive the plate 
current up to the upper knee of the 
transfer characteristic; above this level 
the plate current is no longer a linear 
function of grid excitation. \ \'ith 
modulation, the sync plate current tips 
extend upward and any excursion into 
the upper knee will result in limiting 
or sync compression. 

Adjustment of video signal ampli- 
tude is also of prime importance since 
upon this factor depends the modula- 
tion percentage levels for tv picture 
information, i.e., the FCC has decreed 
that the synchronizing impulses must 
occupy 25% of the total r -f signal am- 
plitude, and that the transmitter be 
modulated down to at least 15% of the 
peak level on white picture detail. 
These limits are shown in Figure 5 for 
a black picture with a white line, with 
respect to relative r -f signal amplitude. 
To operate within these prescribed 
limits, which permit an effective mod- 
ulation capability of only 85 %, it is 
necessary to drive the transmitter with 
an augmented sync to picture ratio. 
Analysis of the proportions of Figure 
5 shows that the input video signal 
must consist of 29.5% sync, referred 
to the peak -to -peak value of the input 
video signal (100 %), the video com- 
prising the remaining 70.5 %. There 
are numerous methods of adjusting the 
three factors for satisfactory initial 
operation. One found to be practical 
(assuming correct bandwidth, ampli- 
tude response, modulation capability, 
etc.) is: 

(1) With no video signal and no r -f 
drive, the modulated amplifier 
bias is adjusted to almost plate 
current cutoff. 

(2) The r -f drive is increased to a 
point about half that required 
for maximum plate current. 

(3) With a white picture (approx- 
imately 30% sync, 70% video), 
the video gain is advanced until 
the r -f modulation envelope con- 
forms to current FCC regula- 
tions, as observed on a modula- 

fion indicator' which will show 
relative percentage values. 

(4) Should the transmission -line 
voltage be low (indicating in- 
sufficient power output), the r -f 
drive is raised to the modulated 
amplifier and the video signal 
increased until satisfactory 
modulation and transmission 
line voltage is attained. To de- 
termine the peak power output 
of the transmitter. the video 
modulating signal must be re- 
duced to black (maintaining the 
previous input sync level) which 
will result in a standard black 
signal transmission comprising 
25% of the total r -f amplitude 
as r -f synchronizing signal. 
The average power output 
should be measured under this 
condition of black signal. A 
water- cooled load terminating 
the transmitter output circuit, 
with means for determining the 
water inlet and outlet tempera- 
ture differential and rate of 
flow, provides the most accurate 
measurement of this factor. 
The average power output thus 

cDu\lont 5034 -A r -f waveform monitor. 

'Care must he continually exercised so that 
neither sync compression nor white saturation 
take place. The discussion of Figure 4 explains 
how these various discrepancies may exist and 
how corrective measures may he applied. 

ta, 

ra 

I 

A.,,: °V;:., 

Figure 3 

Curve illustrating a typical transfer characteristic 
of a video modulator for conditions of total 
black and white picture. Earn is the restorer 
potential for the white picture and EA, is the 

restorer potential for the black picture. 

determined is converted to peak 
power by obtaining the product 
of average power output and 
1.68. the factor derived from 
consideration of the duty cycle 
of the sync pulse for conditions 
outlined above.* 

Proper adjustment of the foregoing 
three parameters above may be aug- 
mented by use of the following types 
of equipment : 

(I) An r -f waveform oscilloscope 
which consists Of provision for 
observing the modulation envel- 
ope and a beam deflection cir- 
cuit for determining modulation 
percentages which is read o. 

the meter. Such an instrument 
is shown in Figure 6. 

t21 A diode pickup coupled to the 
transmission line whose output 
is connected to an ordinary h -f 
'scope employing a scale cali- 
brated in percentage. The input 
of the 'scope may be intermit- 

Figure I 

Simplified circuit of a typical video amplifier, dc restorer and video modulator. 
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Figure 4 

Transfer characteristic showing how 11) no picture, 12) white 
picture. and total black picture modulates the r -f voltage 
applied to the modulated amplifier grid circuit, and the resulting 

plate current flow. 
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tenth- keyed or shorted by 
means of a vibrator, to reclaim 
the zero reference axis, the total 
excursion lacing referred to this 
value. In any detecting system, 
there are two signal components. 
namely the tl -c level, and the 
signal information. Periodic 
shorting of the input to the 
'scope results in producing a 
:ero reference level which rep - 
resents no signal. This system 
allows measurement of the vari- 
ous modulation percentages. It 
is only necessary to adjust the 
'scope gain for full excursion 
(with vibrator intermittently 
shorting the input). Relative 
;amplitudes of modulation corn- 
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Figure 3 
The r -f signal amplitude distribution for a black picture with a 

white line, as specified by the FCC. 

ponents are then measured di- 
rectly. 

Class B Linear Amplifiers 

In the master' series transmitter. the 
modulated amplifier supplies driving 
power to a pair of WL -3300 tubes op- 
erating in class B (intermediate -power 
amplifier), followed by a second pair 
of R-L -3300 (power amplifier) tubes. 
Grounded -grid circuits are used in 
both stages, which results in freedom 
from neutralization problems and a 
direct transfer of energy from the out- 

' "Fur a complete discussion of this subject 
see C. B. Aiken, Two -Mesh Tuned Coupled Cir- 
cuit Filters. Proc. IRE; p. 230. February, 1947. 
and p. 672, June. 1937. 

"Uu>Iont. 
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put of the ipa to the output of the pa 
providing a higher apparent final effi- 
ciency. The circuits are cathode 
driven which automatically loads the 
preceding circuit precluding the neces- 
sity for bandwidth resistive loading. 

Linear amplifiers must be adjusted 
to satisfy four primary- conditions: 

111 Satisfactory bandwidth. 
(2 ) Adequate power output. 
(3) Linear output between the lim- 

its of 100% and 15% modula- 
tion. 

(4) Suppression of lower sideband. 
Adequate bandwidth for tv, of the 

order of 4 mc, is attained by coupled 
circuits which consist of resonant pri- 
mary and secondary, variable coupling, 
anti variable secondary loading: a 
fundamental circuit is shown in Figure 
7(a). ** 

A rapid review of coupled circuit 
theory shows that when two circuits 
which resonate at the same frequency 
are coupled together, the resulting be- 
havior depends largely upon the cou- 
pling and secondary loading as 
shown in Figure 7. When the co- 
efficient of coupling is small. the sec- 
ondary- response is low and caries with 
frequency according to a curve having 
a shape approximating typical reso- 
nance curves with only one peak. As 
the coupling is increased, the response 
increases in amplitude and simultane- 
ously broadens. This trend continues 
until the coupling is such that the re- 
sistance. that the secondary circuit 

(Continued on pay: 291 

Figure 6 
Front panel view of the r -f wave -form monito 
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716/ldit REGULATED 

DYNAMOTORS 

_;i 

MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE IN RELIABILITY... ECONOMY... WEIGHT 

Under the most severe conditions in which your electronic instal- 
lations are expected to operate, Bendix* regulated dynamotors will 
deliver dependable, uniform voltage. You can count on them to last 
longer, too, because they are manufactured with the same painstaking 
care which has made Bendix Aviation equipment famous for quality 
all over the world. Before you design, write our engineering depart- 
ment for detailed information on Bendix regulated dynamotors. 
Dynamotors Inverters Convertors D.C. Motors Carbon Pile Voltage Regulators 

RED BANK DIVISION of 
RED BANK, N. J. 

.TRADEMARn 

Output voltage constant within plus or 
minus 2.5% at rated load, with as much 
as 30% input voltage variation. 

Consistent efficiency of iated equip- 
ment under extremes of temperature, 
humidity, altitude and vibration. 

Allows the use of smaller, lighter, less 
expensive comp is in design of elec- 
franic equipment. 

Tube life materially lengthened due to 
narrow voltage tot 

MI =MIME IM MN MI MI 11111, IM III MI 
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VOLTAGE RANGE: 

3,000,000 to 1 

READINGS: 

.1 mv to 300 v 
FREQUENCIES: 

20 cps to 2 mc 

THE, NEW -hp- 400C 
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER 
Increased sensitivity. Wider range. Easy -to -read 
linear scale. Space- saving, time -saving versatility! 
Those are but a few of the many advantages 
of the new -hp- 400C Vacuum Tube Voltmeter. 

30 times more sensitive than the -hp- 400A 
voltmeter, the new -hp- 400C accurately 
determines voltages from .1 mv to 300 v. 

Its measuring range is broad and new- 
3,000,000 to 1. And with it you can make 
split -hair measurements all the way from 
20 cps to 2 mc! s, 

The big, clearly -calibrated linear scale 
reads directly in RMS volts or db based on 
1 mw into 600 ohms. Generous overlap 
makes possible more readings at mid or 
maximum scale, where accuracy is highest. 
A new output terminal lets you use the 
-bp- 400C as a wide -band stabilized ampli- 
fier, for increasing gain of oscilloscopes, 
recorders and measuring devices. As a 
voltmeter, the new instrument has still 
wider applicability - for direct hum or 
noise readings, transmitter and receiver 
voltages, audio, carrier or supersonic vol- 
tages, power gain or network response. 

Naturally the new -by -400C includes the 
familiar advantages of the -bp- 400A volt- 
meter. Range switch is calibrated in 10 db 
intervals providing direct readings from 
-70 dbm to +52 dbm. Overall accuracy 
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is ±3% full scale to 100 kc. High input 
impedance of 1 megohm means circuits un- 
der test are not disturbed. And the rugged 
meter movement is built to safely with- 
stand occasional overloads 100 times 
normal. 

In every respect, the convenient, durable 
-hp- 400C is the ideal new voltmeter for 
precision work in laboratory, plant or re- 
pair shop. Complete details are available 
at no obligation. Write today! 

Hewlett-Packard Company 
1556E Page Mill Road Palo Alto. Calif. 

CHECK THESE 
SPECIFICATIONS 

VOLTAGE RANGES: 

12 ranges. Full -scale readings. 
.001 v .100v 10.0 v 
.003 v .300 v 30.0 v 
.010v 1.00v 100. v 
.030 v 3.00 v 300. v 

FREQUENCY RANGE: 20 cps to 2 me 

ACCURACY: 

3% full scale 20 cps to 100 kc 
4.5% full scale 100 kc to 2 mc 

INPUT IMPEDANCE: 
1 megohm shunted by 15 uuf, on .01 v 
to 300 v ranges. 

1 megohm shunted by 25 uuf, on 
.001 v to .003 v ranges. 

METER SCALE: 

3" linear. Voltage ranges related by 10 db steps. 
Db calibrated -12 to t 2 db. Zero level 1 

mw into 600 ohms. 

OUTPUT CIRCUIT: 
Maximum 0.5 v full scale. Internal impedance 
1000 ohms. 

POWER SUPPLY: 

115 v, 50/60 cps, 45 watts. 

CABINET SIZE: 
8" high. 71/2" wide. 9" deep. 

Tia oratory é ns rumeni`s ál 
Power Supplies Frequency Standards Amplifiers Electronic Tachometers Frequency Meters 

UHF Signal Generators Square Wave Generators Audio Frequency Osoillators Attenuators 

Audio Signal Generators Noise and Distortion Analyzers Ware Analyzers Vacuum Tube Vokmeters 

9.8 
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VWOA Memorial Awards 
TILE \iARCONI MEMORIAL SCROLLS OF 

HONOR were awarded rr(le(1 by V \VO:\ to 
scycn Army Transport Service radio 
operators who aided in rescues at sea 
(luring special ceremonies at the New 
York fort of hìnth:ukaation in Brook - 
lyn. N. Y. 

Ve proxy, \V. J. \IcGoniglc. pre- 
sented the awards. I.t. COi. John D. 
Fleeting of the New York fort of 
Embarkation was master of cere- 
monies and \IaÍ. Gen. Ewart G. flank, 
Commanding (dicer of the Port, de- 
livered the keynote address. 

Four of the heroes were at the cere- 
monies to receive their awards while 
three others, who were at sea, were 
informed of their awards. At the 
ceremonies were Lt. Dale Clason, 
operator on the Army transport Belle 
Isle. who relayed a call for help from 

the Portuguese schooner. Maria Car- 
lotta; Ensign Jack Chiaramonte, oper- 
ator on the transport, Charles Stafford; 
who also relayed the call from the 
Maria Carlotta : Ensign Edward Na- 
hail, another operator aboard the 
Charles Stafford, and Ensign Walter 
Fleming, who sent distress calls from 
the burning transport, Joseph Con- 
nelly, which was carrying war dead. 
The three radio men at sea who rep 
ceived awards were Winslow Lewan- 
dowski of the Charles Stafford and A. 
Donnary and Richard Astrauckas of 
the Belle Isle. 

V \VOA was quite proud to make 
these awards to these outstanding 
tvireless men of the year. 

At the Spring Meeting 

THERE WAS (CITE A T('RXOI'T at the 
Spring meeting of the V WOA which 
was held in the Marine Room of the 
Fireplace Inn in New York City on 
May 20. 

V \VO:\ honorary member, George 
Bailey. was guest speaker for the eve- 
ning and told the boys about the 
United Nations' ham station at Lake 
Success. As prexy of the American 
Radio Relay League, George played a 
major role in setting up a coordinated 
plan for the amateurs of the world. 
Ile disclosed how the hams were 
united in this global plan to maintain 

W. J. McGonigle, VWOA prexy, presenting Marconi Memorial Scrolls to Ensigns Walter Fleming, 
Edward Naftali, Jack Chiaramonte and Lt. Dale Clason for their parts in rescues at sea. Major 
Gen. Ewart Plank. Commanding General, New York Port of Embarkation, is at extreme left. 

contact with United Nations' head - 
quarter amateur station K2UN and 
spread U.N. gospel. 

The station, a one kilowatt affair, 
was placed in operation several weeks 
ago with many U.N. dignitaries in 
attendance. Honorary member Brig. 
Gen. Frank E. Stoner, who is chief of 
communications at United Nations, is 
directing the activities of this unusual 
good -will station. 

Among those at the meeting were 
Ken Richardson, who reported that he 
was an operator way hack in 1908 
when he served with the United Wire- 
less Company. . . . Ray Morehouse 
pulled out his old time records which 
showed that his brass pounding (lays 
began in 1917 with the United States 
Navy. After a two -year hitch with 
the Navy he became a commercial 
operator with the Panama Railroad 
Steamship Company. After three years 
at this post he decided that he'd like 
to sell the keys he had been banging 
and became a dealer on radio row in 
('ortlandt Street. New York City. He 
joined Allen D. Cardwell in 1924 auul 
served them in various capacities until 
1946. During the 1936 to 1946 period. 
he tas the Cardwell sales manager. 
At present Ray is a sales rep for 
Adolph Schwartz handling Einiac 
tubes, Elcctro -Voice microphones. 
Cardwell condensers, R.M.E. re- 
ceivers, Ward antennas, Petersen 

crystals and Sonar ham equipment. 
. . Old tinier Anthony Tamburino 

was also at the Spring meeting. A.T. 
had been a \' \\'OA member for many 
years, dropped out for a spell and is 
now back tvitlt us again. His brass - 
pounding (lays go back to the S.S. 
America era. He was on the original 
staff of the S.S. Leviathan and also 
served with Prof. \Cm. Beebe during 
the Galapagos scientific expedition in 
1923. A.T. is now with the United 
States Navy at the Naval Shipyard in 
New York.... Old tinier R. J. Iver- 
sen reported that the New York Tintes 
Radio station \ \'HD lias been curved 
into the new addition at the New fork 
Times Building. All the equipment 
has been modernized and station facili- 
ties air -conditioned. The Times news 
summaries which are transmitted at 
191111 GMT on 16,720 kc and 0500 
GMT on 836(1 kc have been received 
throughout the world. 

Henry T. Hayden, Jr. was chairman 
of the meeting. Others at the meeting 
included C. D Guthrie . . . V. Yil- 
landre Sant Schneider ... Joseph 
L. Sarick ... \V. McDermott . H. 
H. Parker ... E. M. Krause ... R. 
H. Frey . . . ye prexy, W. J. Mc- 
Gonigle E. P. Nelson ... Lester 
Reis .. . G. N. :Mailers ... R. H. 
These} . . . ye secretary, \ \'nt. C. 
Simon . . . G. H. Clark ... and ye 
editor. 
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WUXTRY! 

GET THE XL -347! 

THE CONNECTORS WITH 
TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY... 

favorite of sound technicians in night 
clubs, radio stations, motion picture 
studios -and also used extensively by 
"hams ". Cannon Connectors require 

XL -3 -12 PLUG XL -3 -11 PLUG 
LIST $1.20 LIST $1.25 

a minimum of servicing- that's why 
sound men prefer Cannon. 

Latch -lock keeps plug positively con - 
nected-no scratchy connections with 
loose coupling nuts. It stays connected! 

Available from more than 300 dis- 
tributors: In NEW YORK, Harvey and 
Newark Radio. In CHICAGO, Allied, 
Newark and Walker-Jimieson. 
We'll send the XL-347 and the 
RIC -2 for the asking. Address 
Department F 121. 

SINCE 1915 

QaaaoAi 
JJ 
MIME 

3209 HUMBOLDT ST., LOS ANGELES 31, CALIF. 

IN CANADA A BRITISH EMPIRE: 
CANNON ELECTRIC CO., LTD., TORONTO 13, ONT. 

WORLD EXPORT (Excepting British Empira): 
FRAZAR & HANSEN, 301 CLAY ST., SAN FRANCISCO 

News Briefs 
INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES 

WTVJ, Miami, Fla., is scheduled to go on the 
air by the end of July. with a 5 -kw G.E. tv 
transmitter on channel 4. 

Presto Recorú-rg Corporation is now located 
at Paramus. New Jersey. seven miles from 
New York City on Route 4. via the George 
Washington Bridge. flail address P. O. Box 
500, Hackensack, N. J. 

Four ¿:visions and subsidiaries of Raytheon 
Manufacturing Company are now located at 50 
Broadway (telephone. to Hitehall 3- 49801: Equip- 
ment Sales Div.. International Div., Russell 
Electric Co. aund Submarine Signal Co. 

Raytheon's publicity department and Broad- 
cast Equipment Sales remain at 61! East 42nd 
Street. The New York office of Belmont Radio 
Corp. is at 521 Fifth Avenue. 

Crown Capacitor Corp., 316 Stuart Street. Ibos. 
tun, \lass has liven formed to produce a line 
of fixed paper capacitors. 

J. H. McCulloch. previously with the Cana- 
dian Marconi Company. is chief engineer. and 
Joseph I). Blumenthal is general manager. 

A 500 -foot Blaw -Knox tower is being installed 
for \W I)T\', Du Mont station in Pittsburgh. 
Station will operate ou channel 3. (A to 66 mc. 

The Baltimore Police and Fire Departments 
will stain have a 215 mobile -unit FTR two -way 
system for its police cars, fire department 
vehicle -s. tire boats and harbor police patrol 
boats. 

Central station transmitting antenna will be 
located on a tower on top of the City Hall 
building. some 30) feet above the ground. Two 
250 -watt transmitters are being installed in the 
central station. one for continuous duty and 
a uCher for standby. 

A two -way G.E. f -m system. KNDE (36.02 
mc). is now in «se at the Grand ('onlce Dam 
in Washington. 

Now installed aboard barges and tugs and in 
a ground station. equipment will soon be located 
on a mammoth floating caisson. Movement of 
this caisson. 115' long by 97' high steel struc- 
ture, will be directed by f -m as it is maneuvered 
along the spillway to permit workers to make 
repairs. 

A symposium on cathode -ray equipment and 
techniques. was presented recently by the In- 
strument Division of Du Mont at the Wardman 
Park Hotel. Washington. D. C. 

Purpose of the symposium was to acquaint 
qualified government personnel of the Wash- 
ington area with the latest advances in the 
cathode -ray art. 

Speakers were Dr. P. S. Christaldi, W. A. 
Knoop, E. G. Nichols, M. G. Scheraga. and 
A. W. Janes. all of Diu Mont. 

WCIL -FM, Carbondale, Ill., is now on the 
air with a 1 -kw \W. E, transmitter. Antenna is 
a four-bay cloverleaf. Paul MCRov is general 
manager and Marion Sawyer. chief engineer. 

WJR -FM. Detroit, will soon he on the air 
with a 10 -kw W.F.. f -m transmitter. Trans. 
mitter is being built into the wall of the master 
control room located on the twenty -first floor 
of the Fisher Building 

G. F. T.eydori is chief engineer. 

A new television division has been set up in 
the G.E. Research Laboratory, 

Clifford C. Fick, until recently division envi 
neer of the receiver division. will head the new 
division. 

PERSONALS 

E. H. Vogel, manager of the radio sales division 
for G.E. front 1936 to 1939. has returned to the 
- mnanv as a member of the staff of Dr. W. 
R. G. Baker. vice president and general nuan- 
ager of G.E.'s Electronics Department. 

R. J. Hartung is now controller of the radio 
tube divi siren of Sylvania Electric Products Inc. 

G. Robert Wanner, manager of Sylvania Elec- 
tric's eastern radio tube sales division, died 
recently. He had been associated with the 
company for fifteen years. 

Milton S. Roth has been appointed jobber sales 
manager for Radia rt Corp., Cleveland, (11tio. 
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Adjustable V Dipole 

Antennas For FM 

Insure Better 
Reception! 

Actual operation proves the Premax 
FM -I30 Adjustable Dipole Antenna 
with its exclusive 3d dimensional ad- 
justment materially reduces man -made 
electrical noise in FM reception. 

This Antenna has been found to be the 
dealer's and service man's solution to 
poor reception because he can adjust 
this antenna to cope with local condi- 
tions and cancel out noise and reflected 
signals. 

Send for special Bulletin F.IIT. 
148, telling achy an adjustable 
l' antenna is best for Fib and 
TV reception. 

remax f°roducis 
Div. Chisholm -Ryder Co., Inc. 

4809 Highland Av., Niagara Falls, N Y. 

Murray G. Crosby has smarted the firm of 
Crosby laboratories, 126 Old Country Road. 
Mineola. N. V.. where he will conduct a radio. 
electronic consulting practice. He was formerly 
with Pau! Godley Co. 

M. G. Crosby 

N. F. Shofstall has been placed in charge of all 
engineering for the G.E. receiver division. with 
headquarters at Electronics Park. His new title 
is division engineer. 

Shoistall succeeds C. G. Fick. 
C. R. Schmidt has joined the staff of the Air - 
lectron Engineering Company. P. O. Box 151, 
Caldwell. N..1.. as assistant chief engineer. 
Sidney Davidson has been named WM. studio 
upervisor ; V1'illiam J. Kelly, transmitter 
supervisor; and Joseph Strockbine. supervisor 
in charge of transmitter maintenance. 

Davidson and Kelly were formerly with NBC 
and Strockhine was with RCA. 

Other engineers who have joined WPTN ir- 
elude Charles Anthony Voso, John F. Costello 
and Kenneth Petersen. formerly of WARD: 
Stanley Paul Palasek from CBS -T \': Michael 
\'ardakis, formerly of Stewart Warner; Robert 
Lansing Maloof, from \ \'GYN -FM: John R- 
Rieger, Jr.. of the radio staff of the 'United 
Nations: Ephraim M. Abramson, a recent 
Carnegie Tech graduate: C. Russell Lea. Jr.. 
formerly of \1'JB\W. New Orleans and Armed 
Forces Network overseas: Dominick Bruno. 
Michael Freier and Harold V. Smith. 
F. D. Meadows is now merchandise manager o= 
the Broadcast Audio Group of the RCA Engi- 
neering Products Department, 

Meadows will supervise the merchandising of 
broadcast audio equipment. 
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R. B. Rennaker has been appointed sales man- 
ager of the mobile radiotelephone division of 
FTR. 

Rennaker joined Federal in 1945 as broadcast 
equipment sales engineer. subsequently became 
associated with Collins Radio and rejoined FTR 
recently. 

R. B. Rennsker 

J. C. Farley has been named general manager 
of the Radia Division. Sylvania Electric Prod- 
ucts Inc. 

Farley was formerly controller of the Radio 
I )ivisiin. 

.1. C. Farley 

Sanford H. Levey has laven appointed sales 
nisi a :ger of :\flied Radio Corporation- Chicago. 

LITERATURE 
The Cannon Electric Development Co., Hum- 
boldt Si. and Are 33. Lus Angeles .31, Calif.. 
have issued a new 32 -page edition of its con- 
dense,I catalog. the C -47 edition. covering the 
thirteen ttaior type series of Iti -contact elec. 
trie c 

maim 
for radio. aircraft. communica- 

tiaro. etc 
.\Igo included in the are data on d -c 

solenoids and signal c,l... .ut, etc. 

Karp Metal Products Co.. loc., 129 30th Street. 
Brooklyn. N. V.. ! -hid a lo -page cata- 
log describing fias - fabricating sheet 
moral cabinets, li,m- lug., enclosures. metal 
boxe.. etc.. and illustrating cabinets and hous- 
ings for broadcasting transmitters. television 
equipment and electronic test equipment. 

Utah Radio Products, Division of International 
Ifni rota. Huntington, Indiana, have released a 
1948 radio replacement speaker ca ttting. No. 100. 

Electrical ' nd ph r 
` 

sical specs for speakers are 
listed in tables. 

L. S. Brach Manufacturing Corporation, New. 
ark, N. 1.. have published a lo -page catalog 
(No. 48 -. I describing lightning arresters. gas 
relays. terminal strip, lx et head s. etc. 

Stardarc` Transformer C--p., Dept. IL Elston. 
Redrie and Addison Streets, Chicago !8. 111.. 

have prepared a 24 -page catalog (140-Ht. 
Listed are over 400 stock items. including audio 
and power transformers and reactors. power 
packs. volt adjusters. radio transmitter kits 
and television components. Also included are 
eharts en tr :urínittiug tubes. driver modulator 
.annbimations and matched power supplies, 
Claroatat Mfg. Co., Int., 130 Clinton St., Brook- 
lyn ?. N. V.. have prepared a wall chart with 
type designations. brief specs. photographs and 
detailed drawings of standard controls. attenua- 
tors. fixed and adjustable resistors. flexible 
glass-insulated resistors. midget power re. 
isti rs, bal!asts and line -voltage -dru; re- 
sistors. power resistance de -cade box. television - 

tube beambender. and synchronous motors. 
Radio City Products Co., 152 West 25th Ft.. 
Nsw York I. N. V.. have published a bulletin. 
No. 133. describing brmeg ínult.testers. the 
model 450 series, which includes six different 
units in open face models and in portable types. 

Unit operates without batteries and tubes in 
the high ohmmeter circuit; provides resistance 
measurements of 50 to LIMN) megohms. Low - 

ohm range uses a single cell battery. 

Electra- Voice, Inc., Buchanan. Michigan. have 
released a bulletin (No. 1401, on mobil -mikes 
for commercial and emergency 2 -way Comm - 

cations. 
Data covers carbon. dynamic and differential 

carbon mobil -mikes for aircraft, police, fire. taxi. 
marine. utility. forestry, and similar services. 
Includes listing of carbon mobil -mikes for exact 
replacement in current Motorola, RCA, G.E. 
and similar motile equipment. 

th // i ' = 1 y' \ , 

DEFLECTION YOKE SHELLS 
Inside 

Diameter Length 
S -1 3" 2:cíµ,. 
S -4 24g 37/Pr" 
Q -3 3' 2:3wtz,. 
Q -4 3" 2tut_ 
Q -5 3' 2t a2" 
S -6 24tí 3"ío 

DEFLECTION YOKE CORES 
S -3 -1 13384" 23' -ss " 
S-3-2 lzt%1" 2114,,," 
S-3-3 I33íí4" 213,32.' 
I.3 -1 111/24' 27fí" 
I -3 -2 IN" 2" 

DEFLECTION YOKE RINGS 
S.2 
S -S 23i" 1'Y:et 

Trade Mark Registered 

COSMALITE* TUBES 
For Television deflection yokes 

These spirally laminated paper base, phenolic tubes 
are obtainable in sizes and with punching and notching 
that meet each customer's individual needs. 
Quality performance at prices that appeal. 
OTHER COSMALITE TYPES INCLUDE . . . 

96 Cosmalite for coil forms in all standard broadcast 
receiving sets. SLF Cosmalite for Permeability Tuners. 
Spirally wound kraft and fish paper Coil Forms and 
Condenser Tubes. 
Partial List of Radio 5 Television Receivers in which 
COSMALITE is used: 

Admiral 
Arvin 
Belmont 
Bendix Radio 
Colonial 
Farnsworth 
General Electric 
Howard 

Enquiries given specialized attention. 

Magnavox 
Motorola 
Sentinel 
Stewart Warner 
Warwick 
Wells Gardner 
Zenith 

, 
ih CLEVELAND CONTAINER& 

6201 BARBERTON AVE. CLEVELAND 2, OHIO 
All -Fibre Cans Combination Metcl and Paper Cans 
Spirally Wound Tubes and Cores for all Purposes 
Plastic and Combination Paper and Plastic Items 

r 
PtODUCTION PLANTS else a PI7mu0,tii5,.lCdeaune.N.f., CAIuß,III., Dnnit,Micb., huOort N3. 

RAVES DIVISION at Pllmeill. Wisc. ABRASIVE DIVISION it Clenlol. Oki. 

',SEES OFFICES'. Asam 5637.6.1.1 Cml.! lees. Ildt.. Ni. Veut 7. N Y. alt. 547 Neil St.. Nutbrl. Cue. 

CANADIAN PIANI: The Cleveland Couiner Caul, t 1.. Prescott. Ontario 
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oogPv24-1' 

I. F. TRANSFORMERS 

The Millen "Designed for Applica- 
lion" line of I. F. Transformers in- 
cludes both variable air dielectric 

condenser and permeability tuned 
types for 5000 KC, 1600 KC, and 455 

KC, as well as permeability tuned 
units for 50 KC; -BFO, Interstage, 
Diode, Discriminator;- S'andard as 

as well DeLuxe Mechanical Design. 

JAMES MILLEN 
MFG. CO., INC. 

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY 

MALDEN 
MASSACHUSETTS 

¿ M 

NBC TV I 
Washington. D. C. 

Above, control equipment setup at WNBW (66 -72 m 
s 

\1 RC -FM (93.9 me). Washington, D. C. In 
a appears the audio frequency preamp for f -m and is. A jack feed is at b. At c we have a 
volume indicator and at d input controls. A limiting amplifier is shown at e and the volume indi- 
cators are at f. At t is the transmitter input control which permits switching of the entire spare a -f 
chain to either transmitter. Monitor amplifiers are at h and repeaters of percentage modulation are 
shown at i. The monitor control panel with switching. which permits listening to tv sound, 1 -m, or 
off- the -line material is as j. At k is the master monitor and power supply and at 1, the 
monitor for NBC. Master monitor switching is at m and at n. the master monitor and power 

scpply. At o is an RCA tv receiver. 

In view below, at a. are the lines to the antennas. At b is the line ta f -m and at r is a quarter -wave 
transmission line for the television system. At d is the line to the tv picture transmitter, while 
in e is the line to the tv sound transmitter. At J is the triplexer in which there is an extra 
quarter -wave setup for 4m. At t is the diplexer and at k the damn) load. The vestigial side -hand 
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TV Transmitter Design h all cross (Continued front. page -- 

couples into the primary at resonance, 
is equal to the primary resistance. 
This coupling is called critical coupling 
and causes the secondary response 
characteristic to have the maximum 
possible value it can attain ; Figure 7b. 
If the coupling is increased beyond 
critical coupling the secondary re- 
sponse begins to show double humps 
with the peaks becoming progressively 
more pronounced and further apart as 
the coefficient of coupling is increased. 
It is important to note. in the practical 
case, that when the loaded and un- 
loaded circuit O's are not equal, the 
double humps do not appear in the sec- 
ondary response until the coupling is 
somewhat greater than the critical 
value. A curve showing the effect of 
greater than critical coupling is illus- 
trated in Figure 7c. Where the O of 
the circuits is high, the double peaks 
will be quite sharp resulting in a pro - 
nounced valley between the peaks. This 
effect may be reduced by increasing the 
secondary load, which will Lover the 
double peak response and slake the 
overall characteristic more flat topped. 
as shown in Figure 7d. 

Fro Be Continued] 

Figure 7 

At a appears a fundamental coupled circuit. and 
at h, e, d we have the effect of coupling and 

circuit loading. 

tat 

Quiet, Outstandingly 
Dependable for 

exacting uses Type 420-281 
with Detent. 
Actual Size 
llluitraiìon 

announces the 420 - OBO 
series of bridged «T" 

A T T E N U A T O R S 
CHECK THESE IMPORTANT 

SPECIFICATIONS 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS - 
Circuit - Bridged T 

Attenuation - 1, 2, 3 db step (odc 
values available on special order) 

Number of steps -20 
Attenuation Characteristic - Avail- 

able in linear, linear with off posi- 
tion or tapered on last 5 steps 
to off. 

Impedance - 30, 60, 150, 200, 250, 
500, 600 ohms, in or out. Other 
values on special order. 

Insertion loss - Zero. 

Resistors - All wound with low tem- 
perature coefficient wire. 

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS - 
Diameter - 2 1/2" 

Back of panel depth - 2" (with de- 
tent 2 5/16 ") 

Mounting - Two 6 - 32 or 8 - 32 
screws on 1 t/ '' centers 

Shaft Length - 15/16" 
Contact Spacing - 15° 

Good things continue t (mil,: in small 
packages! If you're looking for a small 
attenuator of highest quality - if you 
want all the quality features normally 
found in large units but still must save 
space - Shallcross has the answer. 

Measuring only 21/4" in diameter, the 
new 420.0130 Series Bridged T Attenu- 
ators are destined to satisfy many im- 
portant requirements for speech input 
engineers. The various characteristics 
available make these new units ideal for 
use as mixer or master gain controls. In 
addition to compact construction and 
the wide variation of ranges and tapers 
available to your specifications, consider 
these typical Shallcross quality features: 
1. Attenuation characteristic essentially 

flat from 30 to 15,000 cycles. 

2. Attenuation in '`off" position 100 db 
or better. 

3. All resistors non -inductively wound and 
sealed against moisture and shock. 

A New Shallcross Cueing Attenuator 
Any standard Shallcross ladder. bridged T. or straight T attenuator may be equipped 

for cueing action Is it hunt any increase in the diameter of the unit. With it, the operator 
can listen for cue and transfer a program from cueing amplifier to the transmitter' 
smoothly and efficiently merely by turning up the volume instead of reaching for a 
separate switch. Write for complete details. 

Write for Attenuator Quotation Specification Sheet 

S H A L L C R O S S M A N U F A C T U R I N G C O M P A N Y 
Dept. C -68, Collingdale, Pa. 
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STANDARDIZED READY- 
TO-USE 

METAL EQUIPMENT 
ADAPTABLE FOR EVERY REQUIREMENT 
Par -Metal Equipment offers many features, including func- 
tional streamlined design, rugged construction, beautiful 
finish .. plus ADAPTABILITY. Eliminate need for special 
made -to -order units on many jobs. 

Engineers and manufacturers will 
effect economies with Par -Metal 
Products, which are available for 
every type of job from a small 
receiver to a deluxe broadcast 

t- transmitter. 

Professional techniques and years 
of specialization are reflected in 
the high quality of Par -Metal.. , 

CABINETS CHASSIS 

PANELS RACKS 
Zebrac eataeo y 

PPAR-META 
L CORPORA 

T/O 
ORp ORAT/O y 

6 
-- 
¢REET ` ~c'ND a9 

aEwYORK E Poe/ DeP/ Rocke 

Ccl3F,a0SrN ,, 

2!/apsted 
* PHYSICISTS 
* RADAR ENGINEERS 

* SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 

* ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

To enable us to carry out our long -term engineering 
program on missiles, radar, communications, etc., 
we must add a considerable number of qualified 
graduate engineers with electronic, research design 
and /or development experience to our staff. Please 
furnish complete resume of education, experience 
and salary expected to: Personnel Manager 

BENDIX RADIO DIVISION 
Bendix Aviation Corporation 

Baltimore 4, Maryland 
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TV Antenna 
(Continued from page 14) 

banding stub as shown, with the cable 
shield bonded to the leg at several 
points along its length. Under this 
condition the cable shield becomes an 
integral part of the stub conductor, but 
since the diameter of the shield is 
small compared to that of the stub con- 
ductor there is no serious alteration in 
either the Z or the balance of the 
broad- banding stub. Hence. the signal 
delivered to the coaxial line from the 
antenna system is essentially only that 
energy which is derived from the di- 
pole elements, with no extraneous con- 
tributions from any signal components 
which may be picked up on the outer 
surface of the coaxial -cable shield. 

As an alternative coaxial -fed ar- 
rangement, the dual -band antenna con- 
ductors may be fabricated of tubing 
and the coaxial cable then inserted up 
through the center of one of the stub 
legs via a hole in the bottom bend. It 
may then be brought out through an- 
other hole in the corresponding top 
bend, and the shield and center con- 
ductor connected as before. -although 
this method is somewhat better elec- 
trically than the one described in the 
preceding paragraph, it may result in 
sonic sacrifice of mechanical strength 
occasioned by the use of tubing instead 
of solid rod. 

Gain -Producing Arrays 

To obtain a dual -band antenna array 
with greater directivity (and there- 
fore higher gain) than that of a nor- 
mal dipole, two or more antenna as- 
semblies may be combined in various 
fashions. Figure 8 illustrates a I. ar- 
rangement whereby one dual -band an- 
tenna assembly is used as a parasitic 
reflector element for another dual - 
band antenna. The assemblies are at- 
tached to a common mounting base 
and inclined 60° with respect to each 
other, each one being inclined 30° front 
vertical. The 60° inclination between 
antenna systems is the value required 
to produce a quarter -wave spacing 
both between the high -band dipole and 
its reflector element and between the 
low -band antenna and its reflector. 
The shorting link shown across the 
feed point of the reflector is the only 
short -circuiting device necessary, since 
it automatically reflects a short circuit 
across the high hand parasitic element 
in the proper frequency range. 

For still higher gain and directivity 
than described in the preceding para- 
graph, four assemblies may be com- 
bined in an X type of array, as 
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sketched in Figure 9. here the pair 
assemblies described in the preced- 

ing paragraph is combined with a sim- 
ilar pair, inverted. with the entire com- 
bination supported from a central mast 
through which is fed the balanced 
transmission line Which connects the 
aura to the receiver. The upper and 
lower I assemblies auc fed in parallel, 
as shown. although the impedance 
properties are not as favorable for this 
array as they Were for the preceding 
antenna systems. 

The dual -band antenna system has 
also been found to reject signal. 
Which occur in the neighborhood of 
1411 and 2811 me. i.e.. at the frequencies 
where the broad- handing stub is an 
integral number of half -wavelengths 
long. This action takes place because 
the stub reflect: it short -circuit across 
the feed point at these frequencies. 
This property is useful in rejecting 
interference from signals in these fre- 
quency hands, so that the image ratio 
,tf the overall receiver -plus- antenna 

-tons is hence improved. 

Use With 303 -Ohm Line 

:Another feature of this antenna sys- 
tem is that. although its impedance is 
nominally about 711 (huts, its use in 
conjunction With 3011-ohm transmis- 
sion line. properly terminated by the 
receiver input impe(lance. Will gener- 
ally result in an intproventent of 
signal-to-noise ratio I or noise figure). 
'phis well -known effect takes place be- 
cause the noise level t referred to the 
input circuit) of most tv receivers is 

Bunt 10 to 18 db above thermal m uise. 
Whereas the noise front the antenna 
resistance is substantially at thermal 
level. Hence, mismatching the an- 
tenna to the receiver in the manner 
indicated will result in a measurable 
improvement of sigoal-to-noise ratio, 
while not seriously impairing the 
bandwidth of the system. 

AT NAB MEETING 

S. P. Taylor Heft). manager distributor sates. 
W.E. Radio Division. discussing the W.E. i ?ri 
loudspeaker with Neal .IcNaughten and Royal 
V. Howard of the NAB engineering department, 
at the recent NAB Convention in Los Angeles. 

KFI's NEW 50,000 WATT VERTICAL ANTENNA 
750' high, tallest on the West Coast. Erected by IDECO, 

this tower is equipped with "Guardian" Tower and 
Obstruction Lights. /' 

Oá 

1 

61' 
Ne4 

: 
"Guardian" 300 mm Towe Lights, Obstruction Lights and Code 

Flashers, furnished as standard equipment by leading tower manu- 

facturers, are consistently specified by outstanding radio engineers 

because of dependable performance under every operating condition.. 

"Guardians" INCREASE Safety Factor 
PROLONG Lamp Life ... LOWER Maintenance Costs! 

WITH HH &P 

TOWER LIGHTS 

Patented Ventilator Dome circulates 
the air -reduces internal temperature - 
increases lamp life. Water cannot enter 
vents even during most severe rainstorm. 

Concave Base with drainage port at 

lowest point dissipates condensation mois- 

ture, prevents short- circuits. 

Spun -Glass Shielding on color -scree 

supports provides glass -to -glass contact 
with color screens, equalizing contrac- 
tion and,ezpansion due to temperature 
changes. Color- screen breakage virtually 
eliminated. 

Recessed Neoprene Gasket and com- 

pletely concealed center hinge provides 
positive protection against dirt and 
moisture at this most vulnerable point. 
Neoprene gaskets used throughout in 

place of cork. Compounded to last 
indefinitely. 

Improved Locking Device with but- 
terfly clamp maintains secure center seal. 

"Guardian" complete lighting kits can be furnished 
for conduit installation subject to availability, or 
exposed wiring installations in any quantify. 

SOLD ONLY THROUGH JOBBERS and 
TOWER MANUFACTURERS 

326 NORTH LA CIENEGA BLVD. 
LOS ANGELES 36, CALIFORNIA 
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TU¡ Engineering News 
WITH TILE ACCELERATE)) INTEREST i11 

commercial s -h -f work has come an 
increased demand for special types of 
s -h -f tubes, such as the magnetron, 
particularly in wide -range tuning sys- 
tems. \lany projects devoted to the 
development of such systems have been 
set up. 

Describing one such research pro- 
gram at the recent IRE National Con- 
vention, E. Navin Kather. of Ray- 
theon, pointed out that the ultimate 
design requirements of ally wide -range 
tunable magnetron are linear tuning. 
uniform input current and voltage, 
constant power output and efficiency, 
and a high order of stability. 

These are substantial requirements 
to meet. \Ve find. for instance. that 
the electronic efficiency of a magne- 
tron of fixed anode and cathode diam- 
eter and length will change as its 
resonant frequency is varied. If con- 
stant input voltage and current are to 
be obtained, the magnetron will re- 
quire a varying magnetic field over the 
tuning range. However, a change of 
the magnetic field will aggravate the 
variation of the electronic efficiency 
which results from changing the reso- 
nant frequency of the magnetron. 
Introduction of a tuning element into 
the resonant circuit Of the magnetron 
usually is accompanied by increased 
losses and lower circuit efficiencies. 
especially if the tuning element is 
resonant at any frequency through 
which the magnetron is tuned. These 

losses are reflected in lower overall 
Q values. 

Satisfactory magnetron performance 
is dependent on a proper separation of 
its resonant modes. The tuning ele- 
ment usually changes this mode separa- 
tion, and if not restricted may prevent 
operation of the magnetron in the pi 
mode at the required power input. 

It is possible to secure wide -range 
timing with mechanical systems where 
the resonant frequency of the magne- 
tron is changed by moving some ele- 
ment in the associated resonant circuit. 
From the mechanical viewpoint, these 
systems may he divided into four 
groups; coupled reactive, capacitive. 
inductive, and combination capacitive - 
inductive systems. Any one of these 
groups may be symmetrical or un- 
synumetrical in relation to the magne- 
tron resonant circuits. The circuit 
elements of a symmetrical system are 
varied ill a manner that preserves 
angular symmetry about the magne- 
tron. In the unsymmetrical system, 
this angular symmetry is not pre- 
served. 

Defining the coupled reactive system 
Kather said that in this system the 
resonant frequency of the magnetron 
is varied indirectly by a second reso- 
nant circuit coupled to the magnetron. 
Such a system offers an advantage, 
since the coupling circuit may be 

external to the magnetron and thus not 
confined to the limitations imposed by 
the magnetron geometry. The coupled 

Figure 1 

Block diagram of Hyingspot video -signal generator system for slide transparencies. 

Vertical 8 Horizontal 
S awtooth Generators 

a 
Vertical Output 

Amplifier 

To 
Grid No.l 

Vertical 
Scanning 

Deflec ion 
Yoke 

Horizontal Output 
Amplifier 

a 
High - Voltage 
Power Supply 

Horizontal 
Scanning 

High 
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5WP15 

Anode No.2 

it -f- 
'- Objectivé 

Lens 
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Synch onizing 
Signal 
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Multiplier 
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Filter 
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Amplifier 
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Amplifier 

With 
Equalization 

1 
To Line 
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resonant circuit, however, introduces 
new modes in the magnetron mode 
spectrum and, because of the stored 
energy in the coupled circuits, in- 
creases the stabilization of the mag- 
netron. The increased stabilization 
usually increases the tendency of the 
magnetron to operate in undesired 
modes and, therefore. must be limited 
if satisfactory operation over a wide 
tuning range is to be obtained. These 
inherent properties limit the useful 
tuning range of such systems to about 
10%. 

Capacitive- Tuning System 

In tile capacitive tuning system the 
capacity of the magnetron resonant 
circuit is varied directly. The most 
successful systems accomplish this 
variation by changing the strap or 
vane capacity. The strap capacity 
tuner or cookie cutter generally takes 
the form of a third ring inserted be- 
tween the straps of the magnetron. 
Ill the vane type tuner we usually have 

a set of fingers, sometimes referred to 
as a sprocket or crown of thorns. which 
is inserted between the vanes com- 
prising the resonant cavities of the 
magnetron. These fingers are confined 
to the capacitive portion of the cavities 
and, since the greater part of the total 
capacity in the magnetron resonant 
circuit is usually contained in this 
region. greater tuning ranges are ob- 
tained by using the vane capacity 
system. A capacitive system requires 
close spacing for greatest tuning range 
and. therefore, is subjected to voltage 
breakdown limitations. 

Inductive- Tuning System 

In the inductive- tuning system, the 
inductance of the magnetron resonant 
circuit is varied directly. This system 
may take a form similar to the vane 
type capacitive tuner, excepting that 
the fingers are inserted into the induc- 
tive region of the magnetron resonant 
cavities, thus varying the inductance 
thereof. Such systems usually intro- 
duce greater losses and are, therefore, 
limited in application. 

Kather disclosed that a combination 
of the capacitive and inductive systems 
yielded a system which would give the 
greatest tuning range. This combina- 
tion system consists of capacitive 
fingers joined to inductive fingers, so 

proportioned with respect to the anode 
that proper movement of the tuner will 
result in maximum inductance, maxi- 
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mum capacitance or minimum induct- 
ance, minimum capacitance. or all de- 
grees in between. 

The case of a 200 -watt c -w magne- 
tron, tunable from 3.500 to 5.500 mc, 
was used by Kather to illustrate how 
the problem of designing a wide -range 
tuning system was solved. 

A vane -type capacity tuner of linear 
characteristics was chosen for use in 
this particular magnetron because the 
voltages were relatively low and close 
spacing between the tuner and vanes 
of the magnetron resonant cavities 
could be tolerated. The undesirable 
inductive effect of the tuning fingers 
was considerably reduced by cutting a 
Y slot in the back of each finger. thus 
minimizing the disturbance to the r -f 
field and resulting in a 22cß increase 
of the tuning range. .\ variation of 
the magnetic field required for con- 
stant -input voltage and current was 
accomplished by arranging one mag- 
netic pole face so that it would stove 
with the tuner system, noting that as 
the capacitive fingers were inserted. 
the resonant frequency was lowered 
and a higher magnetic field was re- 
quired to maintain constant input volt- 
age. This variation in magnetic field 
must be accomplished without pro- 
ducing excessive distortion in the 
interaction space of the magnetron. 

As the magnetron is tuned, both the 
resonant frequency and magnetic field 
are changed, resulting in a wide varia- 
tion of the electronic efficiency over 
the tuning range. Compensation for 
this variation was obtained by design- 
ing the output coupling circuit so as to 
vary the circuit efficiency inversely 
with respect to the electronic efficiency 
and vet maintain reasonable stability. 
Satisfactory circuit efficiencies over 
the entire tuning range could not be 
obtained until the resonant modes of 
the tuning system were determined 
and adjusted. Kather pointed out that, 
unfortunately, a tuning system de- 

' signed to mesh with the resonant 
cavities of a magnetron is necessarily 
comparable in size and. since the tuner 
system resonates in much the same 
fashion as the magnetron cavities to 
which it is coupled, the natural reso- 
nant modes of the tuning system are 
normally close in frequency to those of 
the magnetron. The tuner assembly 
was, therefore, designed so as to move 
its family of resonant modes out of the 
magnetron tuning range and yet pro- 
vide adequate dissipation of the r -f 
losses. 

Performance tests on this magnetron 
showed that the tube had a tuning 
ratio of 1.57:1 with a power output 
variation of 12e; and input voltage 

Wide -Range Tuning System for Magnetrons . . . Flying 

Spot C-R Tube ... Notes on Interchangeability of 5516 

and 2E24. 

variation of only 4'; over the entire 
range. 

Flying -Spot Cathode -Ray Tube 

.\ F1.1-tst, -aror cathode-ray 5" tube. 
\\ I'15, which permits the telecasting 

of individual station call letters and 
test patterns from interchangeable 
slide transparencies or from opaque 
surfaces, has been developed by RCA. 

The tube, which has a metallized 
back, furnishes a small, rapidly moving 
spot of radiant energy for scanning 
it slide transparency or opaque object. 

Featured in the 5\VP13 is a new 
short persistence phosphor having a 

large component of its energy emission 
in the near ultraviolet region. The 
persistence of the ultraviolet radiation 
is so short that the amount of equaliza- 
tion needed in the video amplifier to 
minimize trailing in the reproduced 
picture is small and can be supplied by 
a single network. 

Magnetic deflection and electrostatic 
focus are utilized to permit obtaining 
essentially uniform focus over the use- 
ful screen area. Other design features 
include an external conductive coating 
on the neck which, when grounded. 
prevents corona between yoke and 
neck, built -in capacitance between in- 
terior and exterior neck coatings to 
serve as a filter capacitor for the high - 
voltage power- supply unit. an external 
insulating coating on the bulb cone to 
minimize sparking over the glass bulb 
under high humidity conditions and a 
duodecal 7-pin base for high- voltage 
service. 

Flying -Spot Video -Signal Generator 

A flying -spot video- signal generator 
consists essentially of a flying -spot 
cathode -ray tube with associated power 
supplies, deflection yoke, and scanning 
circuits to provide a small, rapidly 
moving source of radiant energy. 
optical system arranged to project the 
raster on the subject to be scanned, 
subject which may be a slide trans- 
parency, motion picture film or an 
opaque object, multiplier phototube 
with associated power supply to inter- 
cept the radiation transmitted or re- 
flected by the subject and convert it 
into video signals. and an amplifier to 

increase the strength of the video 
signals. 

A setup of such a system arranged 
for use with a slide transparency ap- 
pears in Figure 1. For best results, 
the objective lens must be a high 
quality, enlarger type designed for low 
magnification and preferably corrected 
for use with ultraviolet radiation. The 
diameter of the objective lens should 
he adequate to cover the slide to be 
scanned. For use with 35 -mm slides. 
the Kodak Enlarging Ektar 1:4.5 lens 
with focal length of 100 nun, or 
equivalent. is suitable. 

For absorbing the visible and pass. 
ing the ultraviolet radiation of the 
screen the Eastman \ \ratten Nos. 
18.-\. 34, and 35 as well as the Corn- 
ing Nos. 9863 and 5970 filters can be 
used. The choice of filter for a par- 
ticular generator design is affected by 

a compromise between the permissible 
loss of signal output through absorp- 
tion by the filter on the one hand. and 
the amount of trailing which can be 
tolerated. or the extent of equalization 
needed. on the other hand. 

Trailing results from the lag in 
buildup and decay of output from the 
screen. As the flying spot moves 
across a boundary from a light to a 

dark area of the subject being scanned. 
the persistence of energy output from 
the screen results in continued input to 
the phototube from the light area dur- 
ing the time the dark area is being 
scanned. Thus. the light area trails 
into the Clark area in the reproduced 
picture. Similarly. as the flying spot 
moves from a dark area to a light area. 
the lag in buildup of the screen output 
causes the dark area to trail over into 
the light area. As a result of these 
effects, the reproduced picture lias an 
appearance similar to that produced by 
a signal deficient in high frequencies. i 
it is, therefore, necessary to enhance 
the high -frequency response of the 
video amplifier by introducing equal- 
izing networks of the resistance - 
capacitance type with suitable time 
constants. Sufficient equalization should 
be provided to give the desired square - 
wave response. 

The decay characteristics of most 
standard phosphors are such as to 
require considerable equalization pro- 
vided by networks with different time 
constants in several stages of the video 

(Continued on page 36) 
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001. MTENUATORS 

for new CONSOLE INSTALLATION 
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The flick of a finger operates the 
patented -Gave" Vertical Atten 
uator. Representing the very latest 
in broadcast components, these 
units are suitable for every type 
of sound equipment from elabor- 
ate broadcast stations to the 
simplest P.A. system. Unit gives 
smooth easy operation and con 
be cleaned from front of panel 
by removing escutcheon. Com- 
pletely shielded and dust proof. 

Courtesy of WHKC, 

United Broadcasting Co.. 

Write 

for 

Descriptive 

Bulletin 

Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments 

337 CENTRAL AVE. JERSEY CITY 7 N.J. 

TERMINAL'S SOUND STUDIO 
is now demonstrating the amazing recent 
developments in TRUE SOUND REPRODUCTION 

FEATURING SOUND EQUIPMENT FOR 
Broadcast Station- Recording Studio:... Set Builders 

yoNtl 
t-RODOrti 

High Fidelity Enthusiasts .. 
4 A*. AALA.4 

WRITE 

FOR 

FREE 

CATALOG 
TODAY \ 

See and hear the finest and latest 
in sound equipment. New York's lead- 
ing radio and electronic distributor 
invites you to Terminal's uniquely 
equipped sound studio. 

Our well illustrated catalog is yours 
for the asking... featuring the latest 

? amplifiers, tuners, speakers, record 
changers, cabinets, pick -ups, phono cartridges, 

recordings, microphones and essential sound accessories. 

TERMINAL R 
85 CORTLANDT STREET, NEW Y 

DIO CORP. 
RK CITY, N. Y. WO -4 -3311 
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Maintenance 
(Canlinitea from raga 10) 

Catinlls receivers, we first applied a 5- 
microvolt signal at 13 me through 7't 
ohms to the input of the receiver. sen- 
sitivity maximum and avc on. We then 
recorded the output across a 600- 
ohm load for conditions of signal un- 
modulated and signal modulated 30'. 
at 400 cps. A receiver in good condi- 
tion might give an output in the lathr 
instance of 20 db higher than in die 
former case. \ borderline receiver,. 
which is beginning to show noticeably 
decreased sensitivity during normal 
operation might give readings differing- 
by only 10 db. Depending upon the 
conditions of operation. a limit might 
be set, such that any receiver giving 
a difference of less than 14 db k re- 
garded as unsatisfactory and is re- 
moved for repair before it hamper; 
operation. 

inspection procedures must be de- 
signed to reduce the number of fail- 
ures during operation. The actual in- 
spection may be as valuable as any 
part of the procedure. It is intended 
that if possible inspection procedures 
he carried out at such times as the 
equipment is normally idle so they do 
Hot require interruption of service. 
The sanie is true of replacement of 
equipment found defective by these 
inspections. 

Maintenance Procedures 

The purpose of maintenance proce- 
dures is to prolong the useful life or 
equipment, to reduce the total num- 
ber of failures in operation and re- 
jections by periodic inspection. These 
procedures will thus necessarily in- 
dude their own inspection. They will 
be complete and include their own set 
of performance standards. The repair 
procedure for the aforementioned re- 
ceivers might include six steps: 

(1) Inspection procedure. if it 
has not been clone. 

(?) if trouble is mechanical,. 
processing of necessary repairs. 

(3) If trouble is sensitivity. 
checking of tubes (testing sensi- 
tivity if replacements are made) and. 
realignment if required, plus mi ad- 
ditional sensitivity test. 

(4) If trouble is failure of com- 
ponent,' determining cause. correct- 
ing and replacing of part. 

(5) Cleaning and examing for 
signs of overheating and deteriora- 
tion. 

(6) After 72 hours of operation,. 
another inspection procedure. 

In this example, the emphasis is on. 
finding specific difficulties and correct- 
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Mg them, then making sure the receiv- 
er is in good condition. Inspection is 

stressed rather than repair because 
unnecessary work is costly and some- 
times introduces more difficulties than 
it eliminates. This imposes severe 
requirements on the tests applied at 
the completion of the repair work. 

The test part of the inspection pro - 
cedure is applied most successfully to 
r -f equipment. Mechanical equipment 
often responds best to visual inspec- 
tion. Since this inspection may re- 
quire partial dismantling of the equip- 
ment, it can conveniently be combined 
with cleaning and lubrication of the 
machines. The combined maintenance - 

inspection procedure must be under- 
taken ;t regular intervals. 

Analysis Procedures 

In order to arrive at effective ill- 
Spec and ,maintenance procedures 
for any operational system. the results 
of a large number of experiments must 
be recorded and evaluated. The start- 
ing point will, of course. he the best 
accepted practices. . -\fter some weeks. 
shortcomings in these practices trill 
be detectable and changes to be made 
in the procedures will suggest them- 
selves, a step to be added here or a 

requirement to be relaxed there. the 
frequency of inspection un a certain 
unit to he changed. The value of these 
changes must. by some simple and ac- 
curate means. be made evident. 

The Iiifornrtii a required for this 
evaluation is found in the record of 
failures in service and rejection dur- 
ing inspection. If servicing of all 
equipment is centralized in one loca- 
tion, It simple form such as that shown 
in Figure I may suffice for the record 
of failures in service. The time re- 
potted and time repaired entries dis- 
close the length of time the unit is out 
of service. The action taken entry 
tells what the conditions of service 
were in the meantime. Trouble re- 
ported and trouble found are both re- 
corded because they are not necessar- 
ily the sane and they may indicate the 
need for instructing operating person- 
nel. Finally, the repairman's name is 
required for evaluation of his compe- 
tence. 

The equipment and number column 
in the trouble log provides reference 
to an equipment repair record card, 
Figure 2. Each individual of a group 
of identical units must be numbered 
and a card kept for it. These cards 
are used as a current status report on 
individual items. They make it pos- 
sible to spot individuals which are not 
conforming to the average of perform- 
ance. 

RE LA YS TORS R REslS 
RHEOSTATS 

Veldt V471,e4 06 Seeic 7t«ee 
ANSWERS EVERYDAY NEEDS ECONOMICALLY 

Relays are available from stock in 
general- purpose, industrial, and radio 
amateur types for continuous or inter- 
mittent duty. 

Vitrohm wire -wound Fixed Resist- 
ors are available in 8 stock sizes from 
5 to 200 watts. Adjustohms in 7 stock 
sizes from 10 to 200 watts. Plaque 
Resistors in 3 sizes from 20 to 125 
watts. Discohms in 18 watts. Strip - 
ohmn in 5 stock sizes from 30 watts 
to 75 watts. Ring -type close control 
Rheostats in 4 stock sizes from 25 to 
150 watts. (Plate Type Rheostats rec- 
ommended for larger sizes.) Wide 
variety of Resistance Values. 
AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS EVERYWHERE 

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC COMPANY 

Radio & Electronic Distribuiir I)i i.iim 
53 -M West Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4. U.E.A. 

SEND FOR HELPFUL CATALOGS 
Catalog D -30 gives complete 
data and listings on stock 
units available in Resistors, 
Rheostats and Radio Amateur 
Relays. Catalog D -20 lists In- 
dustrial and General -Purpose 
Relays. Write for them today! 

IM O LISIARE 

WARD LEONARD 
Basic 3R's in Current Contra/ 

The inspection procedures are. of 
course, outlined in such forni that they 
are readily available to the people con- 
cerned. It is only necessary, then. that 
certification be made that the pre- 
scribed procedures have been carried 
out and the units found unacceptable 
listed on the inspection report of Fig- 
ure 3. Here again we find it is possi- 
ble to transcribe pertinent data to the 
repair record card. The designation 
number of name of the inspection pro- 
cedure appears in column 3, and a de- 
scription of the defects found in 

s-o 

o ol 

col- 

unnt 4. Names of inspector and work- 
man are required as certification, an.l 
the time required for repair is needed 

for totalling repair costs. 

The inspection reports. trouble logs, 
and certification of performance of in- 
spection procedures for any period 
contain all data concerning equipment 
failures, and repairs over that period. 
It remains only to summarize the in- 
formation and determine significant 
relationships. This is a simple clerical 

(Continued on page 36) 
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Developed and Engineered for Better Television Reception 

THE 

MEGA- 
TENNA 

HAS 
DUAL BAND FEATURES... 

LOW V.S.W.R. FOR 

ALL CHANNELS... 
UNVARYING DIREC- 
TIVITY PATTERN... 

NO INSULATING 
SUPPORTS REQUIRED 

Exhibits a substantially constant figure - 
of -eight pattern in both lower and upper 
television bands. 

Matches a 70 ohm transmission line to 
a reflection factor magnitude of less than 
0.5 from 55 to 80 mc and 170 to 220 mc. 
At the same time, rejects signals in the 
140 and 280 mc regions to improve effec- 
tive image ratio. 

Can be used with either balanced or 
co -axial transmission line. 

Easily and firmly mounted. Requires 

R U G G E D 

CONSTRUCTION 

no separate supporting mast. May be 
grounded for lightning protection without 
affecting characteristics. 

High frequency dipole may be mounted 
at angle to low frequency dipole where 
high band and low band stations are in 
different directions with respect to the 
receiving point. 

By combining several assemblies, various 
arrays may be obtained to produce higher 
gain. 

Write for further details. 

OHMEGA LABORATORIES, INC. 23 MAPLE AVENUE 
PINE BROOK. N. J. 

(Continued from page 35) 

task requiring only a slight acquaint- 
ance with the terms encountered in the 
recortís. Figure 4 illustrates a con- 
venient form on which this summar- 
ization may be made. 

As indicated by line 1. a sheet of 
this kind is kept for each type of equip- 
ment under consideration. A sum- 
marizing period of one month is 
shown because it is convenient for 
most purposes. The breakdown of 
failures in. service and inspection re- 
jections can be made as detailed as 
desired. Greater detail is likely to be 
required as the most common difficul- 
ties are eliminated and the factor en- 
tered on line 8 decreases. Care should 
be taken to enter on line 6 only the 
total time in unit hours (similar to 
man hours) that equipment was im- 
peding operation. 

The primary object of this whole 
program is to reduce the service in- 
terruption per unit, line 9, to as low a 
value as possible. A great deal can be 
done toward this end in some cases by 
providing spare units which can be put 
into service almost instantly. The sec- 
ondary purpose is to reduce the entries 
on lines 4, 7, and 10, to values as low 
as practical. Here the inspection and 
maintenance time, line 12, comes into 
the picture. If the cost of failures in 

service can be calculated, the problem 
simplifies to one of balancing failure 
cost against the cost of inspection and 
maintenance time. If the failure in 
service cost cannot be determined, a 
carefully considered decision must be 
made as to the permissible magnitude 
of the quotient in line 14. For exam- 
ple, one type of recording apparatus 
exhibited the failure characteristic 
shown in Figure 5 over a period of 
several months. This clearly defined 
characteristic was obtained only after 
some months of developing the inspec- 
tion procedure and training the people 
who actually made the inspections. 
Knowing how many failures can be 
accepted, an engineer responsible for 
this equipment has little difficulty con- 

Figure 5 

Typical record of failure of equipment over a 
period of months; time spent in inspection and 
maintenance, not in repairing failures in ser. 

nice. being recorded. 
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chiding how much time has to be spent 
on the equipment. 

Other equipment may not show such 
simple characteristics, especially when 
a program of this sort is first begun. 
Occasionally a type of equipment will 
be found which refuses to respond to 
inspection or to regular maintenance. 
If the trouble rate is low, the equip- 
ment is evidently well designed and 
constructed. If the trouble rate is 

high, the inspection and maintenance 
procedures should be examined with 
more than ordinary care; and finally, 
modification of the units should be un- 
dertaken. The record of troubles will 
point to the modifications required. 

Tube News 
(Continued from page 33) 

amplifier. Their relatively long decay 
generally results in appreciable reduc- 
tion of the useful signal -to -noise ratic. 
The persistence of the phosphor used 
in this tube, however. is comparatively 
so short that less equalization is 

needed. If the tube is used without an 
ultraviolet filter, less equalization is 

required than for other standard phos- 
phors but a complex network is never- 
theless needed because the decay char- 
acteristic is not a simple exponential 
curve but a curve of a complex func- 
tion. 

Grid 2 is incorporated in the 5 \V1'15 
to prevent interaction between the 
fields produced by grid 1 and anode 1. 

However. grid 2 may also be used to 
compensate for the normal variation to 
be expected in the grid 1 voltage for 
cutoff in individual tubes. By adjust- 
ing the voltage applied to grid 2, with 
due consideration to its maximum 
rated value. it is possible to fix the 
grid 1 bias at a desired value, and 
obtain almost the same anode -current 
characteristics for individual tubes 
having different cutoff voltages. Ad- 
justing grid 1 cutoff in this way not 
only makes grid drive more uniform. 
but also reduces variations in anode I 
current. Since grid 2 draws at most 
only negligible leakage current, its 
voltage may be obtained from a poten- 
tiometer inserted in the anode 1 volt- 
age divider. 

The d -c power supplies for the 
5WP15, which should be well filtered. 
consist of a high- voltage type (20,000 - 
volt for recommended operation) pre- 
ferably of the limited -peak- energy type. 
i.e., one in which the peak current even 
under short -circuit conditions is well 
below the value dangerous to life, for 
anode 2, and a negative supply of 
about 100 volts, depending on equip- 
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ment design, for grid 1. Voltage for 
anode 1 is obtained by means of a 

voltage divider across the high -voltage 
supply. 

Soft x -rays are produced when the 
tube is operated with an anode 2 volt- 
age above approximately 20,000 volts. 
These rays can constitute a health 
hazard unless the tube is adequately 
shielded. Relatively simple shielding 
should prove adequate, but the need for 
this precaution must be considered in 

equipment design. 
Resolution of better than 700 lines at 

the center of the reproduced picture 
can be produced. To obtain such reso- 
lution in the horizontal direction, it is 
necessary to use a video amplifier 
having a bandwidth of about 10 mc. 

The screen of the 5\VP15 has radia- 
tion in the visible blue -green region 
and in the invisible near- ultraviolet 
region. The blue -green radiation de- 
cays hyperbolically to about 30 per 
cent of its initial value in 1.5 micro- 
seconds. The ultraviolet radiation has 
an equivalent exponential decay with a 
time constant less than 0.05 micro- 
second. The frequency response of the 
ultraviolet radiation is substantially 
constant for a range of 3 mc and then 
decreases exponentially toward zero at 
approximately 100 mc. 

[Data bused on copyrighted material 
supplied by RCA.] 

Interchangeability Of 5516 With 2E24 

hnr 5516 is directly interchangeable 
with the 2E24, although when the 
tubes are interchanged without circuit 
changes the 5516 will be operating 
with less power input than the 2E24, 
because the 5516 normally requires a 
higher screen potential. 

When a direct substitution is made 
without any circuit changes, there will 
be a corresponding reduction in power 
output, the efficiency remaining essen- 
tially the same. because of the lower 
plate power input. 

To utilize the full capabilities of the 
5516, it is generally necessary to in- 
crease the screen voltage of the 5516. 
In sets using a series screen dropping 
resistor, this is accomplished by de- 
creasing the value of this resistor, or 
by shunting another resistor in parallel 
with the original one. As high as 250 
volts may be applied to the screen of 
the 5516, this voltage being measured 
when the equipment is properly tuned 
and delivering power to the load. A 
change in the value of the control grid 
resistor may be required in some 
equipments. If this is necessary, a 

Breaking Strength tests HERE... 

... assure strong splices 

The exceptionally high tensile strength of the fabric used in 

PANTHER and DRAGON Friction Tapes makes for stronger splices 

... splices that last longer. This higher quality is guaranteed by con- 

stant checks on breaking strength, such as the one for ASTM specifi- 

cations shown above. 
PANTHER and DRAGON Friction Tapes also rate high in tests 

for adhesive and electrical properties ... work easily and stay spliced 

in cold as well as warm weather. Sold only through recognized in- 

dependent wholesalers. The Okonite Company, Passaic, New Jersey. 

°`...., 
anther and J?irngun 

friction and rubber tapes 

6410 

. your 
assurance of quality" 

lower value of control grid resistor 
will usually be needed. 

When a set is modified for the use 
of the 5516 or designed to use a 5516, 
it is not generally possible to replace 
the 5516 directly with a 2E24. This 
is because the 5516 operates at a some- 
what higher screen voltage (above the 
maximum rating for the 2E24) and 
because the 5516 carries higher ratings. 

Typical modifications required for 
control grid and screen grid resistors 
when the 5516 is used in place of the 
2E24 (when the 5516 or 2E24 is used 
as a doubler driver) are: 

t 

Resistor 2E24 5516 

Control -grid 
resistor ....100.000 ohms 50,000 ohms 

Screen -dropping 
resistor .... 27.000 ohms 13,500 ohms 

(10w) 

The following data are applicable 
when two 5516 or 2E24 tubes are used 
as push -pull amplifiers: 

Resistor 2E24 
Control -grid 

resistor .. 27,000 ohms 10,800 ohms 
Screen -grid 

resistor .... 12,500 ohms 8,500 ohms 
(10w) (10w) 

[Data Courtesy Hytnm.1 

5516 
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1 

%-"- 
AANTENNA 

9 elalizoteoe 

Designed especially for your sta- 

tion, incorporating the recom- 
mendations of your consulting 
engineers, JOHNSON phasing 
equipment offers: 

1. Optimum circuit design. 

2. Heavier components, wider 
range of tuning adjustments. 

3. Individually designed and built 
by E. F. JOHNSON for YOUR 
existing installation. 

4. Automatic switching from di- 
rectional to non -directional 
operation. 

E. F. JOHNSON CO. 
WASECA, MINNESOTA 

OVER 10,000 
Broadcast 

Communications 
Radio -Television 

Engineers & Executives 
Subscribe to 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Advertising pays dividends! 
ABC net paid. 

The Industry Offers 
RCA MINIATURE 
BROADCAST MICROPHONE 
.l midget 12 -ounce microphone has been devel- 
oped by the RCA engineering products depart. 
ment. 

The microphone is said to have an output 
level comparable to that of conventional broad- 
ca .t studio types. 

GOTHARD MOBILE 
TRANSMITTER DYNAMOTOR 

especially for mobile 
transmitter.. model G1'-2n, has been announced 
by the Gothard Manufacturing t ompany. 2110 
Clear Lake Ave., Springfield, Illinois. 

Dynamotor is available with power ,utput 
ranging up to 80 watts continuous and 150 

watts intermittent duty. Voltage regulation 
averages 19'íi, with the unit efficiency about 
61%. Weight is 8! pounds. with the height of 
the unit 4 ", frame diameter 31A". and the length 

Further information may be obtained from 
\I. A. Winkel. sales manager. 

HEWLETT -PACKARD BATTERY - 
OPERATED VOLTMETER 
AND OSCILLATOR 
Two battery 'operated instruments. a vacuum. 
tube voltmeter (404A) and audio oscillator 
(21í1A) have been announced by Hewlett -Pack- 
ard Company, 395 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto. 
California. 

The audio oscillator has a frequency range of 
2 cps to 20 kc in decade ranges. Stability is 
said to be better than +3% throughout fre- 
quency range. Output is 5 volts into a 10.000. 
ohm load. and frequency response is said to be 
flat within ±1 dl, between 2 cps and 20 kc. 

The instrument is tunable directly or by a 
6-to-1 vernier micro -drive control. Five flash- 
light and three standard 45 -volt B batteries are 
accessible. mounted in rubber -lined anti- corro- 
sive case. and balanced for over 60 hours life. 

The battery. operated vacuum -tube voltmeter 
is designed for a -c measurements from 2 cps to 
20 kc. with useful range extending to 50 kc. 
Voltages from .001 to 30) can he measured. 

Input impedance is 10 megohms shunted by a 
capacity of approximately 21) mmfd. Accuracy 
is said to be +3% over a range of 2 cps to 20 
kc. ±7% from 20 lee to 50 kc of full scale in- 
cluding all error due to tube aging. warns -up, 
and battery voltage changes. The meter is 
calibrated to read rms value of a sine wave. 
Voltage scale is lotear, and a db scale is also 
provided from -12 to +2. Each voltage scale is 
related to the next by exactly IO db. Continu- 
ous dli readings can be made from -62 to +52 
db. ( %ere level equals I mw in 600 ohms. I 

Eleven voltage ranges are selected with a single 
switch. For measurements below 10 cps. 
damping capacitor is available to reduce meter 
point vibration. 

e 
o 

Hec.dettPackard 404A 

CALIFONE PORTABLE 
TRANSCRIPTION PLAYER 
A portable transcription unit. model 6 -A, which 
plays up to l7'4" transcriptions at 331/3 rpm 
and regular phono records at 78 rpm. ]tas been 
developed by the Califone Corp., 1041 N. Syca 
more Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

Chit features a %-ounce pickup. 9" turntable. 
wide -range amplifier. Models avallabe for a-c 
or a -c,d -c operation. 
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MICO 
2- & 3- DIMENSIONAL 

ENGRAVER 

Permits accurate reproduction of 
three- dimensional master on any 

of four reduction ratios. 

Prompt delivery. Catalogue on request. 

Mico Instrument Co_ 
88:1 Tlt(ri1'13RIDGF: STREET 

CADIBRID(.E. MASS. 

lead .Ct,t CONNECTIONS 

LL \NOVO( 

ECTIONS 

ANTPHO PHOTO-CE CONK C IOPIS 

MICROPHONE 

E 
SHIELDED TYPE 

PLUGS & SOCKETS 

P-101-ys 

S-10I 

LOW LOSS PLUGS AND 
SOCKETS FOR HIGH 

FREQUENCY CONNECTIONS. 
SUPPLIED IN 1 AND 2 

CONTACT TYPES: 

101 Series can be fur- 
nished with 1/4 ", .290 ", 
5 16", Ye" or t /z' fer- 
rule for cable entrance. 
Knurled nut securely 
fastens unit together. 
Rugs have ceramic in- 
sulation and sockets have 
bakelite. Quality con- 
struction. Fine finish. 
Assembly meets Navy 
specifications. 
For full details and en- 
gineering data ask for 
Jones Catalog No. 16. 

JONES MEANS 
Proven QUALITY 

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION 
Cinch Mfg. Corp. 

2460 W. GEORGE ST. CHICAGO 18. ILE 

o 
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Greatest Advance in V. 0.M. History 

r--- ----- -------- 
TRIPLETT 

Model 630 
s375o 
Dealer Net 

Adapter Prod For TV High Voltage 
Tests Extra 

TECH DATA I 

I. MICHOAMEEPES 060. el 250 Mdhvotn 
D C MILaAMrFHES 0.1 2-12 120. el 250 Milks, .. 

D C ANISE ': 12 at 250 M,Ihvolts 
OHMS 0'." 1n v00 4 4 Okme et center scale c.. 

res1r. 44 Oh.,n. center seal. on 10 000 range 
MEGOHMS n ; I[r0 14400.44000I el center scale) 
DECIBELS 20 ro -4. -16. -30. 44 -56 -70 
OI:TF:" - ...,....r ,n ser.e, wit, A C Volt ,., ies 

WHEN YOU CHANGE 
YOUR ADDRESS 

Note These Sensational 
Improvements 

* Beautiful Streamlined Instrument 

* Large 5y Inch Meter In Special 
Molded Case Under Panel. 

* Resistance Scale Markings from 
2 Ohms To 100 Megohms - Zeto 
Ohms Control Flush With Panel. 

* Only One Switch - Has Extra 
Large Knob 2v" Long Easy To 
Turn -Flush With Panel Surface 

* New Molded Selector Switch - 
Contacts Are Fully Enclosed. 

* Unit Construction - Resistors, 
Shunts, Rectifier, Batteries All 
Are Housed In A Molded Base 
Built Right Over The Switch - - 

Provides Direct Connections 
Without Cabling - No Chance 
For Shorts. 

* All Resistors Are Precision Film 
Or Wire Wound Types - All 
Sealed For Permanent Accuracy. 

* Batteries Easily Replaced - New 
Double Suspended Contacts. 

A completely new Volt Ohm 
Mil- Ammeter that does more... 
has proved components ... and 

will give a lifetime of satisfaction. 

For complete information and technical data write 

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO. 
BLUFFTON, OHIO 

In Canada: Triplett Instruments of Canada, Georgetown, Ontario 

Be sure to notify the Subscription Department of COMMUNICA- 
TIONS, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York 17, N. Y., giving the old 
as well as the new address, and do this at least tour weeks it 
advance. The Post Office Department does not forward magazines 
unless you pay additional postage, and we cannot duplicate copies 
mailed to the old address. We ask your cooperation. 

JOHNSON INDUCTORS 
A 

t 

of c wound miu o ,r, and swinging 
link assemblies has been announced by E. F. 
Johnson Co.. of \Vaseca. )I innesot a. 

Inductors arc supported on polystyrene. 
Available in 150 -, 5 and 13100 -watt ratings. 

AEROVOX TUBULAR CAPACITORS 
Durcutite cased tubular capacitors have been 
announced by Aerovox Corporation, New Bed- 
ford. Mass. 

The casing material. developed by Aerovox 
is said to provide a permanent rock -hard seal 
heretofore expected only of metal -cased capaci- 
tors. 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 
Graduate engineer with several years experience in audio develop- 
ment work, preferably magnetic recording. wanted for design work. 
Unusual opportunity and permanent position for right person, with 
Tong- established company, vicinity New York City. Reply giving 
resume of personal data, educational background, experience and 
salary expected. Write Box C 1699. 113 West 42nd St., N. Y. 18. 

HYTRON 384 V -H -F BEAM PENTODE 
.\ t -ü "i Loam ponudc p. over enpliticr. the 164. 
developed to meet C. S. Signal Corps applica- 
tion requirements, has liven announced by Hy- 
tron Radio & Electronics Corp., 76 Lafayette 
Street, Salem. Mass. A filamentary -type 
miniature. the tube is particularly suited to 
portableimobile operation from R M cells or 
ordinary dry cells. 

Instant beating feature of the 3134's 1.25/2.5. 
volt filament is said to eliminate filament drain 
during standby. Full ratings arc applicable up 
to WO me; as a class C amplifier. the 3134 de- 
livers approximately 1.25 watts. 

The 3134 can be used as an r f oscillatorhm- 
pli tier or frequency multiplier in transmitting 
equipment for civilian light aircraft. 

The 3114 is through its pilot run and is now 
in regular production. Engineering samples 
are being shippe,i from stock. 

FURST REGULATED 
POWER SUP'LIES 

,Mated power supply. de - 
l., source of tl -c power at 

high t tillage and low current. has been an- 
nounced by Furst Electronics. 800 West North 
Ave.. Chicago 22, Ill. 

Two or three independently regulated and in- 
dependently adjustable outputs are available on 
models 710 -2 and 7111 -3. Regulated output volt- 
age is continuously adjustable over a range of 
less than 600 to over 1.500 d -c at 0.1 ma per 
channel 

ENGINEERING RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATES MINIATURE 
VARIABLE CAPACITOR 
.\ ut ua mac varlatilc :µpaon ..r rich a capacity 
ci b tu 585 mmid per section t lias been an- 
nounced tir Engineering Research Associates. 
131c.. 1902 West \l innehaha Avenue. St. Paul. 
\I innesota. 

Capacitor is said to have less than .002 dissi- 
pation factor at r f. lias self- contained dial 
with micrometer action. May be temperature 
n.mpenseted. and made up in ganged or single 

DAVEN MINIATURE CONTROLS 
.\ .. ": iulttn' ar,ouuat o. üa- been an- 
nounced bs- the Daven Company. 191 Central 
Avenue, .Newark 4. N. J. 

Types include a lví" ladder type I I,A -1.t0) 
with 30 steps; a 214-' ladder I1.A.745) with 45 
steps : a tee type. 21 t" in diameter (T -730) with 
30 steps; and a 2..," tee type for 45 steps. 
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WGN -TV 
SELECTS ANDREW 

TELEVISION TRANSMISSION 

LINE ami ANDREW 
INSTALLATION SERVICE 

Many of America's new television stations are selecting Andrew equ:p- 
ment because of the efficiency of Andrew's flanged coaxial transmission 
line and the added advantage of having Andrew consulting en- 
gineers install it. 
Because each television installation poses its own different, individual 
problem, those stations selecting Andrew have two big advantages: 
I) they obtain transmission line and accessories specially designed for 
television, and 2) specialized Andrew consulting engineers are avail- 
able to direct the installation. These engineers have both the special 
instruments and the experience to engineer all or any part of the 
construction of a television station. NO OTHER TRANSMISSION 
LINE MANUFACTURER OFFERS YOU THIS COMPLETE IN- 
STALLATION SERVICE! 
Andrew TV transmission line meets official RMA standards and is 
specially designed for television. Mechanically, it's held to close 
television tolerances assuring an essentially "flat" transmission line 
system. 
Fabricated in twenty foot lengths with brass connector flanges silver 
brazed to the ends, sections can be easily bolted together with only 
a couple of small wrenches. Flanges are fitted with gaskets so that 
a completely solderless, gas -tight installation results. Markings on 
the outer conductor indicate where twenty foot sections may be cut to 
maintain the characteristic 51.5 ohm impedance. 

WANT A TELEVISION STATION DESIGNED AND 
BUILT -FROM THE GROUND UP? LET ANDREW 
DO IT! 
Write today for full details. Andrew will get you on the air. 

Television antenna of WGN -TV - Chicago's 
newest and most powerful television station - 
showing Andrew 1.5/8" flanged televisions trans. 
mission line. 

C O R P O R A T I O N 

363 EAST 75th STREET CHICAGO 19 

TRANSMISSION LINES FOR AM, FM, TV DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA EOUIPME0 ANTENNA 

TUNING UNITS TOWER LIGHTING EQUIPMENT CONSULTING ENGINEERING SERVICE 
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FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 
TO 3,000 Mc 

FULL advantage of the simplicity of the heterodyne 
method of frequency measurement is taken in tl.is 

frequency meter. With a fundamental range of IOC tc 
200 megacycles, accurate frequency measurements may 
be made between 10 and 3,000 megacycles. 

The tuning circuit is our but:erfly type with -1c 

sliding contacts, obviating many of the difficulties en- 
countered in the usual tuning elements used in u -r-f- 
equipment. 

A standard plug -in silicon crystal is used as the de- 
tector, followed by a three -stage audio amplifier. The 
band width of the amplifier is 50 kc to permit visual 
beat indication even if the signal under measuremen: 
is unstable. 

For very strong signals beat indication may be ob- 
tained either aurally from the built -in dynamic loud 
speaker or visually from the panel meter. For weak 
signals a telephone jack is provided for headset detec- 
tion. 

Normally no direct connection to the signal under 
measurement is required, the retractable 'antenna' pro- 
viding the necessary coupling. On weak signals, ter- 
minals are provided for additional pick -up if necessary. 

This instrument is finding wide application both in 
the laboratory and in the field where a portable, self - 
contained, stable and accurate heterodyne frequency 
meter is needed for measurements over a very wide range 
of high and ultra -high frequencies. 

TYPE 720 -A HETERODYNE FREQUENCY METER $340 

PARE 

C ,,YSTAL 

On, ;4: 
j: 

. 

4 ' t ; . ,' ^ s .,.. w. 
_.__-- ç"- ._ ' 

CRYSTAL 
DETECTOR 

SPECIFICATIONS 

FREQUENCY RANGE - fundamental range of instrument 
is 100 to 200 Mc; by harmonic methods measurement 
range is 10 Mc to 3,000 Mc. 

CIRCUIT - our butterfly tuning unit used in the oscillator; 
crystal detector (with spare); 3 -stage audio -fre- 
quency amplifier. 

BEAT INDICATORS - built -in dynamic loud speaker and 
panel meter for aural and visual beat Indication, 
telephone jack for headset indication from weak 
signals. 

ACCURACY - over -all accuracy is ± 0.1% 

CALIBRATION - main dial calibrated in frequency, each 
division being 1 Mc; one -half turn of vernier dial 
corresponds to approximately 1% change in fre- 
quency over entire tuning range. 

PORTABILITY- instrument weighs only 2732 pounds 
complete with batteries. Separate a -c power supply 
may be ordered for a -c operation. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
90 West St., New York 6 

Cambridge 39, 
Massachusetts 

920 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago S 950 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 38 
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FREQUENCY UP 6X, (156.75 -Mc. to 940.5 -Mc.) 
POWER UP 7X (2 watts to 15 watts) 

Here's a STL transmitter that's in operation on the new 
950 -Mc. banc, fulfilling all the FCC requirements and pow- 
ered by Eimat 4X150A tetrodes It's a part of the studio - 
transmitter -link between the San Bruno studios and the 250 
Kw FM transmitter of station KSBR high atop 3849 -foot Mt. 
Diablo some 33 miles away. 

REL 

MODULATOR 

2 wareS 
i56.-5.... 

EIMAC 4X150A 
15 WATTS 

TRIPLER 410z5 Y. 

EIMAC 4X150A 
IS WATTS 

DOUBLER 940 5.14c 

The R -F amplifier was specifically designed for the KSBR 
application by Eimac engineers. It is driven by an REL modu- 
lator delivering 2 watts output at 156.7 -Mc. to one Eimac 
4X150A in a tripler stage, which in turn drives a single 
4X150A in a coubler stage, provicing 15 watts useful output 
at 940.5 -Mc. 

The Eimac 4X150A is ideally suited for this application be- 
cause of its high power gain at relatively low plate voltages, 
ability as a frequency multiplier without loss of amplification, 
low grid drive requirements, and a high ratio of transconduc- 
tance to capacitance. It also has the advantage of being phys- 
ically small and functionally designed for simple installation. 

Complete data on the Eimac 4X150A for STL and other UHF 
applications is available by writing direct. 

EITEL_McCULLOUGH, INC. 
197 San Mateo Avenue, Sin Bruno, California 

EXPORT AGENTS: Fraxar $ Hansen -301 Clay st. -San Francisco. Calif. 

L X150A 

ESSENTIAL DATA 
KSBR STL TRANSMITTER 

REL MODULATOR, MODEL 694 
EIMAC 4X150A, R -F AMPLIFIER 

Useful Output Power 
Frequency 
Frequency Stability 
Audio Frequency Response. 

Substantially flat - - - - 50 to 15,000 cycles 
Distortion .5% Max. 
Noise Level - 70 db below 100% modulation t 100 Kc. deviation 

15 walls 
940.5 Mc. 

.002% 

Eimac 4X150A 
General Characteristics 

Heater voltage 
Heater current 
Minimum heating time 
Grid Screen amplification factor - - - - 4.5 
Direct interelectrode capacitance (Average) 

Grid -Plate 0.02 Nuf 
Input 14.1 Nyf 
Output 4.7 Nef 

Maximum Ratings 
D -C Plate voltage 
D -C Plate current 
Plate dissipation 
D -C Screen voltage 

6.0 volts 
2.8 amps. 
30 secs. 

1000 volts 
250 ma. 
150 watts 
300 volts 
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